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JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 85, NO. BII, PAGES 6113-6156, NOVEMBER 10, 1980 

State of Stress in the Conterminous United States 

MARY LOU ZOBACK AND MARK ZOBACK 

U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia 22092 

Inferring principal stress directions from geologic data, focal mechanisms, and in situ stress measure- 
ments, we have prepared a map of principal horizontal stress orientations for the conterminous United 
States. Stress provinces with linear dimensions which range between 100 and 2000 km were defined on 
the basis of the directions and relative magnitude of principal stresses. Within a given province, stress 
orientations appear quite uniform (usually within the estimated range of accuracy of the different meth- 
ods used to determine stress). Available data on the transition in stress direction between the different 

stress provinces indicate that these transitions can be abrupt, occurring over <75 km in places. In the 
western United States, a region of active tectonism characterized by high levels of seismicity and gener- 
ally high heat flow, the stress pattern is complex, but numerous stress provinces can be well delineated. 
Despite relative tectonic quiescence in the eastern and central United States, a major variation in princi- 
pal stress orientation is apparent between the Atlantic Coast and midcontinent areas. Most of the eastern 

United States is marked by predominantly compressional tectonism (combined thrust and strike slip 
faulting), whereas much of the region west of the southern Great Plains is characterized by pre- 
dominantly extensional tectonism (combined normal and strike slip faulting). Deformation along the San 
Andreas fault and in parts of the Sierra Nevada is nearly pure strike slip. Exceptions to this general pat- 
tern include areas of compressional tectonics in the western United States (the Pacific Northwest, the 
Colorado Plateau interior, and the Big Bend segment of the San Andreas fault) and the normal growth 
faulting along the Gulf Coastal Plain. Sources of stress are constrained not only by the orientation and 
relative magnitude of the stresses within a given province but also by the manner of transition of the 
stress field from one province to another. Much of the modem pattern of stress in the western United 
States can be attributed to present transform motion and residual thermal and dynamic effects of Ter- 
tiary subduction along the western edge of the North American plate. Abrupt stress transitions around 
actively extending regions in the western United States probably reflect shallow sources of stress and 
anomalously thin lithosphere. Large areas characterized by a uniform stress field in the central and east- 
ern United States suggest broad scale plate tectonic forces. In the midcontinent region, both ridge push 
and asthenospheric viscous drag resistance to lithospheric motion can explain the NE-SW compression 
in the cold, thick lithosphere of the craton, although drag-induced stress directions (resistance to absolute 
plate motion) correlate better with the data than do the ridge push directions. Asthenospheric counter- 
flow models do not apply in this region, as predicted stress orientations are about 90 ø off. A region of 
compression oriented approximately perpendicular to the continental margin and Appalachian fold belt 
is defined by the stress data along the Atlantic Coast. This NW-SE compression is in direct contrast with 
previous models predicting extension perpendicular to passive continental margins due to lateral density 
contrasts at the continental-oceanic crust interface. Ridge push forces, while capable of producing a com- 
ponent of compression across the coastal area, do not explain the observed orientation of the stress. Two 
speculative mechanisms are suggested to explain the observed orientations: (1) rotation of stress (or 
strain) due to anisotropic Appalachian basement structure and (2) flexural effects associated with erosion 
and isostatic rebound of the Appalachians. 

INTRODUCTION 

Detailed knowledge of the pattern of intraplate stress pro- 
vides important constraints on models of global tectonic proc- 
esses and the mechanism of plate motions. On a finer scale, 
both the pattern of stress and variations in the pattern must be 
known to understand intraplate volcanism and tectonism 

properly. In addition, in regions of relative tectonic quies- 
cence, knowledge of the in situ stress field is required for de- 
lineation of potential seismic hazards associated with pre- 
existing zones of weakness in the crust. 

This study represents an attempt to map the modern stress 
field (_primarily Quaternary in the western United States and 

Tertiary and younger in the East) in the conterminous United 
States. Principal stress orientations have been determined 

from geologic observations, earthquake focal mechanisms, 
and in situ stress measurements. An attempt has also been 
made to categorize broad regions not only by the orientations 
of the principal stresses but also by their relative magnitudes, 
as inferred from currently active tectonism. 

This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1980 by 
the American Geophysical Union. 

Paper number 80B 1093. 

Data are presented in terms of the orientation and relative 

magnitude of maximum and minimum horizontal stresses and 

a vertical stress. We have assumed that one principal stress is 
vertical, and the horizontal components of the in situ stress 

field represent principal stresses. Evidence supporting this as- 
sumption includes observations of the nearly vertical attitude 
of dikes exposed over significant depth intervals at a given lo- 
cality [R. B. Johnson, 1961] as well as the absence of exposed 
dikes that appear not to have been eraplaced vertically (D. 
Pollard, oral Communication, 1980). In addition, measure- 
ments of the complete stress tensor in deep mines [McGarr 
and Gay, 1978] and the near-horizontal orientations of the 

great majority of stress axes inferred from earthquake focal 
mechanisms also indicate that regionally the principal stresses 
are horizontal and vertical. 

The major contribution of the present study is the inclusion 
of new geologic data on the orientation of the stress field, 
largely in the western United States. In addition, we have at- 
tempted to go back to the original references and check the re- 

liability of previously compiled data, particularly for focal 
mechanisms. We have excluded poorly constrained points and 
have relied, whenever possible, on averages of a number of so- 

6113 
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lutions in a given locality. The quality criteria used are de- 
tailed below. 

PRINCIPAL STRESS ORIENTATION INDICATORS 

Some discussion is warranted of the different techniques 

used for determining principal stress orientations, especially 

the major assumptions associated with each technique as well 
as the inherent difficulties and uncertainties. Incorporation of 

the geologic stress indicators is our main contribution to pre- 

vious compilations of stress data. 

Geologic Data 

Geologic information on principal stress orientations can be 

divided into two main categories: observations of fault slip 

and the alinements of young (<5 m.y.B.P., predominantly 

Quaternary) volcanic feeders. For the western United States, 
many of these data came from M. L. Zoback [1979], Thomp- 

son and Zoback [1979] and M. L. Zoback and M.D. Zoback 

[1980]. In the east, geologic data on young faulting compiled 

by Prowell [1980] was especially useful. 

Detailed information on fault slip can be used to determine 

the net horizontal component of motion on oblique slip nor- 

mal and thrust faults. Measurements of fault slip direction 

yield the net direction of horizontal shortening in the case of 

oblique slip thrust faults, and the net horizontal extension di- 
rection on oblique slip normal faults. The occurrence of 

oblique slip suggests slip on favorably oriented preexisting 

planes of weakness (i.e., faults). We assume here that the ac- 
tual horizontal slip direction reflects the regional stress field. 
Available strain data for the western United States indicate 

that the regional stress and strain axes, in general, do coincide 

[e.g., Prescott et al., 1979], and in detail, in situ stress and re- 

gional strain measurements at the Nevada Test Site yield con- 

sistent principal axes [S. W. Smith and R. Kind, 1972; Haim- 

son et al., 1974]. Thus in a normal faulting regime, such as in 

the Basin and Range and the Guff Coast provinces, the hori- 

zontal component of slip (or opening) is inferred to be region- 

ally in the direction of the least principal stress. Similarly, in a 
thrust faulting regime the net horizontal slip should be in the 

direction of the greatest principal stress. 

The actual direction of slip on a preexisting fault plane oc- 
curs in the direction of maximum resolved shear stress on that 

plane when the ratio of shear to normal stress exceeds the fric- 

tional strength. To predict accurately the direction of slip on a 
fault with a given orientation, both the orientation of the re- 

gional principal stresses and their relative magnitudes must be 

known [e.g., Wallace, 1951]. Thus it is impossible to infer 

uniquely principal stress orientations from observations of slip 
on a single fault. However, if slip observations are made for a 

family of faults influenced by a single regional stress field, 
then these observations can be inverted to determine the ori- 

entation of the principal stresses [e.g., Angelier, 1979; Carey, 

1979]. Unfortunately, such detailed studies have not been 

done in the United States. The fault slip data included here 

constrain only the approximate principal stress orientations. 

Two methods of determining fault slip geologically are 
from measurements of (1) historic offsets and (2) grooves and 

slickensides on exposed fault scarps. Of these two methods, 
data from the first are often the most diffcult to obtain and 

the least reliable. Surface scarps of earthquakes are rarely a 
single trace but rather a zone of breaks, so a complete picture 

of slip requires knowledge of the total dip slip and strike slip 
components of motion for all breaks. However, if a major 

break can be identified, the maximum vertical and strike slip 

offsets (along the same segment of the break) can be used to 

determine the net horizontal components of slip. 

Large-scale grooves and parallel slickensides on an exposed 
fault surface indicate the relative direction of motion of two 

crustal blocks. Unfortunately, well-preserved fault scarps in 

competent rocks are rarely exposed. In the Basin and Range 

province, a region of abundant Quaternary faulting, most 
young scarps occur in alluvium, basinward of the main 

ranges. However, surface exposures of fault scarps are known 

and are sometimes exposed several kilometers (occasionally 
tens of kilometers) along strike. Measurement of grooves and 

slickensides at a number of sites along a fault provides a mean 

horizontal direction of slip for a major crustal block. Con- 

sistency of the horizontal component of slip despite changes in 
strike of as much as 90 ø [M. L. Zoback, 1978; Pavlis and 

Smith, 1980] indicates that these grooves and slickensides ac- 
curately record the major block motion. One source of error 

in this kind of study is the possibility of a local downdip com- 
ponent of motion of gravitationally unstable blocks that slide 

down into the valley. This source of error could result in mea- 

sured slip directions that are spuriously rotated toward the 

valley. 

Some of the geologic slip data reported here were derived 

from detailed studies involving a number of localities on a 

given fault surface, whereas other data represent only a single 
measurement (see Table 1 for details). The standard deviation 

of the mean horizontal component of slip in the detailed stud- 

ies is ñ10ø-15 '?, which is probably a reasonable estimate of 
the accuracy of all the fault slip data despite the fact that indi- 

vidual measurements generally have a precision of :1:2 ø. 

An additional method of determining fault slip utilizes re- 

cent observations of core holes offset by motion on preexisting 
fault surfaces. These core hole offsets are considered to be re- 

liable stress indicators when (1) fault motion occurs years af- 

ter excavation, and (2) the sense of motion is not caused by 
the creation of a stress-free surface and thus is gravitationally 

controlled (see the work of Schiifer [1979] in the Appalachian 

Fold Belt). 
Where detailed information on the direction of slip is una- 

variable, an approximate method for determining stress orien- 

tation relies on the trend of young faults and the sense of only 
the predominant type of offset (generally vertical, either nor- 

mal or reverse). This method has been used for the Atlantic 

Coastal Plain and Gulf Coast areas. The assumption of purely 

dip slip faulting for active Gulf Coast normal faults is prob- 
ably valid. For the Atlantic Coastal Plain this method was 

used because it provided the only available data; however, the 

possible errors are recognized as potentially being quite large 

(perhaps as large as 20ø-30ø; see Wallace [195'1] and Raleigh 
et al. [ 1972]). 

The second type of geologic indicator of principal stress 
entation is linear volcanic feeders, such as dikes and cinder 

cone alinements, where the cinder cone alinement presumably 
reflects the geometry of an underlying fissure or dike. E. M. 

Anderson [1951] and Odd [1956] have concluded on theoretical 

grounds that dike intrusion should follow planes per- 
pendicular to the axis of least principal stress within a rock 

mass, resulting in magma-fracing [Yoder, 1976] analogous to 

hydraulic fracturing. Clearly, there can be no static shear 

stress across a magma-filled crack, and numerous examples 
exist of dike swarms that crosscut earlier structures and main- 

tain a constant trend in rocks containing abundant preexisting 
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fractures and faults [e.g., Christiansen and McKee, 1978, p. 

294]. Koons [1945], in a careful study of late Quaternary basalt 

fields north of the Grand Canyon, saw through the possible 

confusion of parallel cinder cone alignments and nearby 
faults: 

Detailed examination of exposed bedrock near these aligned 
groups shows that, though the lines of cones parallel fault trends 
the cones do not lie on observed fault lines ... cones tend to occur 

in distinct lines, parallel to, but not associated with, observed sur- 
face fractures. This parallelism may have resulted from stresses 
in existence at the time of deformation. 

In addition, Nakamura [1977] and Nakamura et al. [1978] 

convincingly demonstrated the correspondence between lin- 
ear volcanic feeders and regional stress as determined from 

studies of active faults, earthquake focal mechanisms, and the 

direction of convergence along major plate boundaries. Thus 

in regions of active volcanism, linear volcanic feeders can be 
used to determine principal stress orientations. Lachenbruch 

and Sass [1978] also have suggested that the axis of maximum 

elongation of calderas should correspond to the regional least 

principal stress direction. In the present study, however, we 
have used only dike trends and cinder cone alinements which 

can be determined with greater precision. 
Stress directions inferred from cinder cone alinements are 

generally based on linear alinements of four or more vents. 
Some of these linear zones are quite impressive, extend for 

nearly 20 km, and contain as many as 16 individual eruptive 

centers (e.g., the Don Carlos Hills in northeastern New Mex- 
ico, site NM-22, Table 1). Dike trends are based on a visual 

regional average in which the longest and most continuous 

dikes generally are given the greatest weight. Again, as in the 

case of the fault slip data, individual measurements may be 

made with an accuracy of +_ 1 ø-2ø. However, variations in any 

given area suggest that a more reasonable assessment of the 
reliability of the stress orientation determination is _+5 ø-10ø. 

Measured ellipticity of wells resulting from caving of walls 

(breakouts) has also been proposed as a principal stress in- 
dicator. Cox [1970] and Babcock [1978] have reported consis- 

tent orientations of elongations within individual wells and 
between wells distributed over an area of more than 3 x 105 

km 2 on the high plains of Alberta, Canada. In one 200 x 250 
km region, nine wells showed only a 20 ø variation in mean 

predominant elongation orientations (azimuths: 130 ø , 135 ø , 
140 ø , 142 ø , 142 ø , 143 ø , 146 ø , 146 ø , 150ø). These consistent 

orientations are independent of lithologic and age boundaries 

as well as dip of the strata. Bell and Gough [1979] have sug- 

gested that the breakouts responsible for these elongations are 
caused by concentration of stresses at the walls of wells with 

the direction of elongation coinciding with the least hori- 

zontal principal stress orientation. Utilizing experimentally 

derived stress magnitudes required to produce spalling, they 

suggest that at least one of the horizontal stresses must exceed 

the lithostat indicating a compressional (strike slip or thrust 

faulting) stress regime. 

Finally, some discussion is waiTanted regarding the age of 
the geologic stress field indicators utilized in our study. In the 

western United States, only features younger than 5 m.y. and 

generally younger than 3 m.y. were included. (The ages of 

specific sites are listed under 'comments' on Table 1.) Consid- 
erable stress field uniformity is found over this time period in 

several areas. In the eastern United States, two groups of data 

were used: the data in New England represent postglacial and 

Holocene faulting; the tectonism in the Atlantic Coastal Plain, 

however, can only be shown to be of Tertiary or Quaternary 
age. 

Focal Mechanisms 

Pressure P and tension T axes derived from earthquake 
focal mechanisms are one of the most commonly used in- 
dicators of tectonic stress. However, principal stress orienta- 
tions obtained from fault plane solutions are inherently the 
least reliable indicators of stress orientation because the P and 

T axes cannot be equated with certainty to the greatest and 

least principal stress directions. McKenzie [1969] demon- 
strated that for the general case of triaxial stress the only re- 
striction on the greatest principal stress imposed by the fault 
plane solution is that this stress direction must lie in the same 

quadrant as the P axis but could, in fact, be nearly normal to 

the P direction. McKenzie's objections were based largely on 
the fact that most shallow crustal earthquakes occur on pre- 
existing faults rather than by the fracturing of intact homoge- 
neous material and that shear stresses at shallow depths are 
much too small to cause failure. Raleigh et al. [1972], however, 

pointed out that the strength of intact homogeneous rock is 
such that new faults will be generated where faults exist at un- 
favorable orientations. Experimentally derived faulting rela- 
tions reported by Raleigh et al. suggest that only preexisting 
planes lying at • 10ø-50 ø to S,, the greatest principal stress di- 
rection, would slip (i.e., when S, is between 40ø-80 ø to the 

normal to the fault plane). Therefore they concluded that the 

P axis (taken as lying at 45 ø to the fault plane) could be in er- 

ror by no more than 35o-40 ø when sliding on a preexisting 
fault produces the earthquake. Furthermore, they suggested 
that if the nodal plane corresponding to the fault is known, 

the P axis (corresponding to the greatest principal stress) 
should be plotted at 60 ø of the normal of the fault plane and 
at 30 ø to the slip direction. In this case the orientation of the 

greatest principal stress would be in error by no more than 
20 ø . 

However, selection of the actual fault plane is frequently 
difficult and the P and T axes standardly reported are at 45 ø 

to the nodal planes. Thus it appears that the best method of 

analyzing focal mechanism data is to consider a number of 

earthquakes occurring on different faults in a particular area 
and then to rely on average P and T directions. In this way the 
errors due to slip on preexisting planes of various trends 

should hopefully tend to cancel, and the correct average P 
and T directions will be obtained. M. L. Zoback and M.D. 

Zoback [ 1980] compared extension directions on major faults 

in the northern Basin and Range, determined using fault slip 
data, with the T axes of focal mechanisms. Despite large scat- 
ter in the focal mechanism data (standard deviation, _+25ø), 
the mean directions and the geologically determined exten- 

sion directions fall within 3 ø of one another; this result sug- 
gests that the T axes are fairly reliable indicators of principal 

stress/strain directions. Both R. B. Smith [1977] and Eaton 

[1979] have also noted that regionally good correlation be- 
tween earthquake P and T axes and nearby in situ stress data 

throughout the United States. However, as outlined in the 

previous paragraph, stress directions derived from individual 
focal mechanisms could be in error as much as 35o-40 ø . We 

have attempted to rely, whenever possible, on average P and 
T directions from a number of solutions in any given area. 

The best seismic coverage is in California, where detailed 

studies have been made of focal mechanisms along segments 
of the San Andreas fault. From these studies the mean P and 
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T axes were considered for the present compilation. Elsewhere 

in the United States, coverage is largely from single event so- 

lutions and, less frequently, from microearthquake composite 
solutions. In the central and eastern United States, most of the 

focal mechanisms used [from Herrmann, 1979] are con- 

strained by both body wave and surface wave solutions. 

As discussed earlier, we have assumed that two of the prin- 

cipal stress directions are horizontal and that the third is verti- 

cal. Thus only horizontal stress axes, as inferred from the fault 

plane solutions, that have plunges of less than 20 ø were con- 

sidered. A few rare exceptions of T axes with plunges up to 

30 ø were included where the consistency of the stress orienta- 

tion with surrounding data justified their inclusion. Informa- 

tion on the plunges of P and T axes is listed in Table 1. 

Compilations of fault plane solutions for the western 

United States by R. B. Smith and A. G. Lindh [1978], in the 

Rio Grande rift by Sanford et al. [1979] and for the eastern 

United States by Sbar and Sykes [1977] and Herrmann [1979] 

were the primary data sources in the present study. However, 

we attempted, whenever possible, to return to the original ref- 

erences and reject poorly constrained mechanisms. Further 

details of particular focal mechanisms are discussed in the sec- 

tions on individual stress provinces. 

In Situ Stress Measurements 

The third stress indicator used in this study was the direct 

determinations of both the orientation and magnitude of tec- 

tonic stress at depth. We primarily considered measurements 

made by the hydraulic fracturing ('hydrofrac') technique, cur- 
rently the only method of measuring stress at large distances 

from free surfaces. The technique consists of hydraulically 

isolating a section of a well or borehole (by means of inflat- 

able rubber packers) and pressurizing the isolated section un- 
til a tensile fracture is induced at the well bore. If the borehole 

parallels one principal stress (usually the lithostat), a vertical 

fracture will form at the azimuth of the greatest horizontal 

principal stress, which generally can be determined to better 

than +_10 ø. However, repeated measurements at different 

depth intervals within a given borehole generally have a range 

of + 150, probably a more accurate estimate of the reliability 
of the method. 

From the pressure-time history of hydraulic fracture forma- 

tion and extension, the magnitudes of both horizontal princi- 

pal stresses can be computed. Assessing the accuracy of the 

stress magnitudes determined from any given measurement 

can be quite difficult and requires detailed knowledge of the 

pressure-time data and well conditions. Typically, the least 

horizontal principal stress can be determined with greater ac- 

curacy than the greatest because determination of the greatest 

principal horizontal stress requires an assumption of linear 

elasticity around the well bore. The hydrofrac technique was 

described in detail by Haimson and Fairhurst [1970] and inter- 

pretation of hydrofrac data was discussed at length by M.D. 

Zoback et al. [1977, 1980b] and McGarr and Gay [1978]. Com- 

pilations of hydrofrac stress measurements by Haimson 

[1977b] and McGarr and Gay [1978] were used extensively in 

this study. 

Several other widely used stress measurement methods can 

be broadly characterized as stress relief techniques. These 

methods are all basically passive and involve measurement of 

the strain or displacement that occurs when the ambient stress 

field is relieved by techniques such as overcoring. The most 

significant drawbacks of stress relief techniques are that they 

typically cannot be used more than several tens of meters 

from free surfaces and that they seem to be extremely sensi- 

tive to local inhomogeneities in the rock. McGarr and Gay 

[1978] gave an excellent review of these techniques and dis- 

cussed many of the inherent experimental difficulties. 
Stress measurements made within several tens of meters of 

the surface have not been included in this study. Such mea- 

surements are particularly susceptible to the effects of weath- 

ering, erosion, and deglaciation. Also, nearby surface frac- 

tures and joints can apparently act to decouple surface rocks 

from the tectonic stress field [Haimson, 1978a; M.D. Zoback 

and J. C. Roller, 1979]. 

STRESS MAP OF THE CONTERMINOUS UNITED STATES 

Utili?.ing the three types of principal stress indicators dis- 

cussed above, we have assembled two maps of horizontal 
stress orientations for the conterminous United States. The 

data are numbered by states (Table 1) and presented on a 

map of physiographic provinces of the United States in Plates 

1 and 2. Figure 1 names the physiographic provinces of the 

United States [after Fenneman, 1946] for reference. In Plate 1 

we show the least principal horizontal stress direction and the 

type of stress indicator used in the determination; sites where 

more than one type of stress indicator was used are designated 

by multiple symbols. A description of each site is listed in 

Table 1. We chose to present only the least principal horizon- 

tal stress in Plate 1 because of the consistency of this principal 

axis throughout a broad region of the western United States 

that includes the Basin and Range province, the Sierra Ne- 

vada, and the area along the San Andreas fault. In regions of 

active thrust or reverse faulting, the least principal horizontal 

stress shown is actually the intermediate principal stress 

Plate 2 presents the stress data in a manner to depict the rela- 

tive magnitude of the horizontal and vertical stresses with the 

stress provinces we have defined to indicate regions in which 

the relative magnitude and orientation of the stress field is 

fairly uniform. 

As shown in Plate 2, the United States can be divided into 

stress provinces which correspond, in a general way, with the 

physiographic provinces. In the following sections the individ- 

ual stress provinces are discussed in detail. First, a few impor- 

tant general observations that can be made from Plates 1 and 
2: 

1. In regions where more than one type of stress indicator 

was available a good correspondence exists between the re- 

sults of the different methods, generally well within the esti- 

mated accuracy of individual determinations. 

2. The intraplate stress field for that part of the North 

American plate represented by the conterminous United 

States is not uniform. Variations in the relative magnitude 

and orientation of the principal stresses have wavelengths 

which range from 100 to 3000 km. The western United States, 

a site of active tectonism characterized by a high level of seis- 

micity and generally high heat flow, is marked by a complex 

pattern of stress. Even in the eastern United States, despite its 

relative tectonic quiescence, major variations in principal 

stress orientations appear to exist. 

3. Broad regions of the crust (with linear dimensions as 

large as 3000 km in the midcontinent area) can be charac- 

terized by a relatively uniform stress field (within +10ø-20ø). 
4. Large changes in orientation of the principal stress field 

(up to 90 ø) can occur laterally over short distances (<about 75 
km). These changes may be due to an actual rotation of the 
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Fig. 1. Index map with names of physiographic provinces shown on Plates I and 2. 

principal stress field or a rapid change in the relative magni- 

tude of principal stresses. 

STRESS PROVINCES: WESTERN UNITED STATES 

The western United States represents a broad area of active 

tectonism, as evidenced by the high level of seismicity (Figure 

2) and the generally high heat flow (Figure 6). Plate 2 in- 
dicates our interpretations of the various stress provinces in 

that region. Where the data coverage is somewhat sparse, we 

have also relied on the seismicity map (Figure 2) as well as on 
Howard et al.'s [1978] map of young faults in the United 

States (along with their accompanying discussion) to delineate 
the stress provinces. As might be expected, in areas of good 
data coverage a good general correspondence is apparent be- 

tween the provinces defined by Howard et al., on the basis of 
patterns and styles of Cenozoic faulting, and the provinces de- 
fined by stress magnitudes and orientations. 

Pacific Northwest 

The Pacific Northwest stress province includes the only ac- 
tive andesitic volcanic chain within the conterminous United 

States (the Cascades); it also includes the Pacific coastal 
ranges in Washington and Oregon and the 'back arc' region, 

the Columbia Plateau. The following discussion draws heav- 

ily from summaries of the regional stresses and tectonic set- 
ting of the Pacific Northwest by Crosson [1972], Davis [1977], 
and R. B. Smith [ 1977, 1978]. 

The least principal horizontal stress direction throughout 

this province averages about east-west; the consistent stress 
axis, however, appears to be alined with the greatest principal 

stress S!, a horizontal N-S compression. Focal mechanisms in- 
dieate both strike slip and thrust faulting; a predominance of 
thrust mechanisms suggests that the vertical stress S, may, in 

general, be the least principal stress S3. The relative magni- 

tudes of the principal stress can be represented in the follow- 
ing manner: 

or 

S ! > S 2 > S 3 

SN-S > SE-w > Sv 

Crosson [1972] has suggested that the occurrence of both 
strike slip and thrust earthquakes may result from a more 
rapid increase with depth of the vertical stress relative to the 
horizontal stresses. Thus thrust faulting (Sv, least principal 

stress) would be favored at shallow depths, whereas strike slip 
faulting (Sv, intermediate principal stress) would be expected 
at greater depths. 

Two distinct areas of relatively active tectonism within the 

Pacific Northwest province demonstrate contrasting styles of 
deformation resulting from the N-S compression. The Puget 

Sound-Olympic Peninsula area is the site of several large his- 
torical earthquakes (including both upper crustal and 
mantles60- to 70-kin depthsvents) and also of numerous 

Quaternary scarps showing strike slip and reverse faulting. 
Farther east in the central Columbia Plateau, a largely aseis- 

mic region, folding along east-west trending axes that began 
in late Tertiary time have continued throughout the Quater- 
nary [cf. Davis, 1977, for references]. Inclusion of the Cas- 
cades andesitic volcanic chain in the Pacific Northwest com- 

pressional stress province is consistent with observations of a 
state of compression within island arcs behind which there is 
no active extension [Nakamura et al., 1978]. This compression 

is generally parallel to the direction of convergence which, as 
discussed below, is not the case in the Pacific Northwest. 

The predominance of relative N-S compression within the 
Pacific Northwest distinguishes this stress province from the 
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Basin and Range province to the south, which is characterized 

by WNW-ESE extensional tectonics. An approximately east- 

west zone at about 44.5 øN latitude (roughly the northernmost 

extent of basin-range-type normal faulting) separates these 
two provinces. R. B. Smith [1978] identified this east-west zone 

as a relatively aseismic intraplate boundary that may extend 
eastward either to the edge of the aseismic Snake River plain 

or to a zone of earthquakes trending northwest through the 
Idaho batholith (Figure 2). Blackwell [ 1978] has shown that an 

east-west trending thermal energy boundary coincides with 

this stress boundary. 

San Andreas 

The most seismically active region within the United States 
is the California coast area, which includes the San Andreas 

fault system. The San Andreas and subsidiary subparallel 
faults mark a major fight-lateral transform plate boundary be- 
tween the Pacific and North American plates. 

Least principal horizontal stresses, which are relatively uni- 
form throughout the province, trend E-W to WNW-ESE, but 

the regional pattern of stress can be complicated locally by an 
often complex geometry of interacting faults [e.g., Pavoni, 
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1979; Ellsworth and Marks, 1980]. The generally strike slip 

style of deformation indicates that this horizontal stress direc- 

tion does in fact correspond to S3. The relative magnitudes of 
the stresses are thus 

or 

S• > S2 > S3 

S-N-s > Sv > S-E-W 

Exceptions to this general style of strike slip deformation 
occur throughout the province on faults striking at large an- 

gles to the NW-SE San Andreas trend. Motion on these faults 
appears consistent with the regional stress field, i.e., thrust or 
reverse faulting on approximately east-west trending faults 

and normal displacements on approximately north-south 

faults. The consistency of the P and T axes for slip on these 

faults with widely varying trends reinforces the use of average 

P and T directions as reliable indicators of the principal stress 
directions. 

The most obvious example of a change in deformational 

style along the San Andreas occurs where the trend of the 
fault markedly changes in the Big Bend area of southern Cali- 

fornia. The post-Miocene to present development of the 

Transverse Ranges is dramatic evidence of crustal shortening 

in that area [Jahns, 1973]. There, the fault system trends 

nearly east-west, and the primary mode of deformation is 
folding and thrust or reverse faulting. This large-scale thrust 

and reverse faulting requires a vertical least principal stress as 

opposed to the regional horizontal orientation of S3. This ap- 
parent exchange (or rotation) of the principal stresses can eas- 

ily be explained if in that area the least principal horizontal 
stress and the vertical stress are approximately equal in mag- 
nitude. 

Compressional features outside the Big Bend area include 

Neogene anticlines subparallel to the San Andreas fault [e.g., 
Harding, 1976; Wilcox et al., 1973; Blake et al., 1978] and 

thrust type focal plane mechanisms in the Coast Ranges (see 
CA-9 and CA-10, Table 1). These features provide evidence 

that the San Andreas province is not in pure shear, as a com- 

ponent of compression is acting normal to the fault. 
Crustal shortening in the Big Bend area can be thought of 

as resulting from the large left-stepping shift in the San An- 

dreas fault. Similarly, near en echelon offsets between active 

strands of the fault, a change in deformational style can be ex- 

pected. The geometry of these offsets requires local crustal 
shortening in the case of left-stepping offsets and local crustal 

extension in the case of right-stepping offsets. Hill [1977] has 

presented a model to explain the style of deformation and ex- 
tension within right-stepping offsets. This model was tested 

with data from two localities along the San Andreas fault 

[Weaver and Hill, 1979]. Active extension in one of these lo- 

calities (Salton Trough) is strongly suggested by normal fault 
scarps [Sharp, 1976], high heat flow, and a few normal fault 
focal mechanisms within the zone of offset. Weaver and Hill 

also reported that the T axes for fault plane solutions from 

earthquakes along the offset fault strands and within the offset 
volume are nearly invariant. This result suggests that the di- 

rection of S3 is not significantly perturbed from its regional 

orientation in the vicinity of the offsets. The occurrence of 

normal faulting, however, suggests that locally, $1 is vertical 
rather than horizontal. 

Also included in the San Andreas subprovince is the left- 

lateral, Garlock fault and the Mojave block. During middle to 

late Miocene time the Mojave block was deformed primarily 
by normal faulting along NW trending faults [Dibblee, 1967]. 

Current tectonism in this block, as evidenced by recent seis- 

micity, faulting, geodetic data, and generally subdued topog- 
raphy, indicates primarily fight-lateral strike slip motion on 

these NW trending faults and justifies its inclusion as part of 
the San Andreas province. 

The Mojave block is separated from the Sierra Nevada and 

southwestern Great Basin to the north by the ENE trending 
Garlock fault. The Garlock fault has been described as a ma- 

jor left-lateral fault conjugate to the San Andreas system [M. 

L. Hill and T. W. Dibblee, 1953] and also as a major continen- 

tal transform accommodating extension in the Basin and 

Range to the north in relation to the Mojave block; increasing 

fault offsets on the Garlock to the west support the transform 

fault interpretation [Davis and Burchfiel, 1973]. Furthermore, 

westward shifting of the block to the north of the Garlock 

fault due to this extension has probably contributed to the 
westward bending or deflection of the San Andreas fault 

where the two faults meet [Davis and Burchfiel, 1973]. Limited 
information on extension directions on normal faults north of 

the Mojave block, however, indicate that the horizontal dis- 

placement may not parallel the Garlock fault as would be re- 

quired for true transform-style faulting. 

Sierra Nevada 

The Sierra Nevada marks a transition from the primarily 
strike slip deformation along the San Andreas fault to the ex- 

tensional tectonics of the Basin and Range province. Accord- 

ingly, several lines of evidence on active tectonics of the Sierra 

indicate both strike slip and normal faulting. Examples of 

pure strike slip deformation include the Kern Canyon fault, a 

major (--•80 km long) N-S trending fight-lateral fault active 

throughout late Tertiary time [Moore and duBray, 1978] and 

the microfaulting discussed below. However, the extensional 

tectonics of the Basin and Range province, including normal 
faulting and high heat flow, extends 50-100 km into the east- 

ern Sierra; Lake Tahoe, for example, is a down-dropped basin 

like those to the east in Nevada. Also, major earthquakes with 

both strike slip (1966 Truckee earthquake, CA-31) and nor- 

mal (1975 Oroville earthquake, CA-32) faulting mechanisms 
have been recorded in the northern Sierra. 

Least principal horizontal stress directions trend WNW- 

ESE to E-W in the northern Sierra but appear gradually to ro- 

tate until they are trending approximately NW-SE in the 

southern Sierra. Stress orientations from different types of in- 

dicators agree fairly well within the Sierra Nevada block; fur- 

thermore, least horizontal stress orientations agree well with 

those in the surrounding San Andreas and Basin and Range 

provinces. 

The existence of contemporaneous strike slip and normal 

faulting in the Sierra Nevada suggests that the magnitudes of 

the vertical and greatest principal horizontal stresses are 

nearly equal and can readfly exchange. The principal stress 

field probably has the form 

S• = S2 >> S3 

or 

SN•E = Sv >> Sw•w 

Thus local variations in the relative magnitudes of SSSE and 

Sv and/or local faulting trends may determine whether strike 

slip or normal faulting occurs. 
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Many of the least principal stress directions in the Sierra 

Nevada block (CA 19-22, 24-25, and 28-30, Table 1) come 

from a unique study by Lockwood and Moore [1979] of offsets 
on near-vertical strike slip microfaults. These microfaults are 

oriented in two conjugate sets, a north to northeast striking set 

that sho•s fight-lateral offset, and an east to northeast striking 
set that shows left-lateral offset. The age of this microfaulting 

is poorly established; the faults formed after solidification of 

the youngest plutons in the Sierra Nevada (79 m.y.B.P.) and 
are known to cut a late Miocene volcanic dike in one area. A 

maximum horizontal extensional-strain direction (assumed to 

be alined regionally with the least principal stress) was taken 

as the bisector of the obtuse angle of the average microfault 

trends. A pure shear constant volume analysis based on a de- 

tailed study of microfault offsets in one locality indicates that 

the true maximum extensional-strain direction differs by only 
6 ø from the bisector. 

For the bisector analysis used by Lockwood and Moore 

[1979] to be valid, the fault sets must be true conjugates, and 
the strain must be small (<10%) and distributed on both sets. 

Absence of offset on some microfaults and filling by vein min- 

erals such as quartz and epidote suggest a tensile origin for the 

microfaults, many of which were reactivated in shear after a 

change in regional stress orientation. In addition, both the 

aerial photo lineation analysis and the microfault orientations 

reported by Lockwood and Moore [1979] indicate that the east 

to northeast striking (left-lateral) set predominates and sug- 

gest that the strain may be very unevenly divided between the 
two sets. Thus the trends of the microfaults, while indicative 

of the regional stress field, may not be very precisely oriented 

with respect to that stress field (perhaps only within +25ø). 

However, parallelism between the least principal stress orien- 
tations inferred from these microfaults and those in the sur- 

rounding San Andreas and Basin and Range provinces sug- 

gests that these faults are young features recording 
deformation in a stress field similar to the modem one. 

Basin and Range-Rio Grande Riff 

The Basin and Range province is a region of active crustal 

spreading characterized by high regional elevation, thin crust 

(average thickness -30 km), and high heat flow [Thompson 
and Burke, 1974]. The Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift 

stress province discussed here extends from the Sierra Nevada 
eastward to well within the Colorado Plateau physiographic 

province and around the south margin of the Colorado 

Plateau and northward into the Rio Grande rift proper in 

New Mexico. The southern Basin and Range has been in- 

cluded with the currently more tectonically active northern 

Basin and Range on the basis of generally consistent least 

principal stress orientations and regionally high heat flow, the 
mean value of which is similar to the northern Basin and 

Range mean of 2.1 heat flow units (HFU) •cal/cm2/s = 41.9 
mW/m 2) [Lachenbruch and Sass, 1977, U.S. Geological Sur- 
vey, unpublished data, 1979]. Thus, although a large differ- 

ence in strain rate between the two regions has persisted 

throughout Quaternary time and possibly longer (on the basis 

of young fault scarps mapped by Howard et al. [1978]), the re- 
gional stress field appears to be uniform. The Rio Grande rift 

is often referred to as a distinct continental rift [e.g., Bridwell, 

1976]; however, similarities in geophysical characteristics and 

tectonic style [cf. Cordell, 1978; Thompson and Zoback, 1979] 

warrant its inclusion in the same stress province as the Basin 

and Range. 

Seismicity extends throughout the province (see Figure 2); 

however, it is most concentrated along the margins of the 

northern Basin and Range, in the N-S trending Nevada seis- 
mic zone on the west and the Intermountain Seismic Belt on 

the east [Sbar et al., 1972]. A roughly north trending belt of 

historical earthquakes of magnitude >7 occurs within the Ne- 

vada Seismic Belt [Ryall et al., 1966]. However, as $1emmons 

[1967] pointed out, this pattern of modem seismicity is not a 

good indicator of tectonic activity in the recent past because 

Quaternary scarps are widespread throughout the interior 
northern Basin and Range. 

Least principal stress orientations are generally WNW-ESE 

throughout the Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift province. 

Exceptions to this general pattern occur in southern Nevada, 

where the data seem to indicate a more NW-SE least principal 

stress direction, and along the Wasatch fault in Utah, where 

modem crustal extension appears to be more in an E-W direc- 

tion. Possible explanations of these regional variations are dis- 
cussed later in the source of stress section. 

The primary mode of deformation within the Basin and 

Range-Rio Grande riff is normal faulting with a consistent 

approximately WNW direction of opening, indicating a stress 
field of the form 

or 

S• > S2 >> S3 

S v •, SNN E >> SWN w 

A detailed discussion of the relative magnitudes of these prin- 

cipal stresses, constrained by an analysis of slip directions and 

pattern of faulting in northern Nevada, has recently been pre- 

sented by M. L. Zoback and M.D. Zoback [1980]. 

A consistent direction of extension throughout much of the 

Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift province may be inferred 

from the relatively uniform pattern of horizontal dis- 

placements, despite the complex geometry of the fault blocks. 

A necessary result of this uniform extension is oblique slip 

normal faulting (i.e., both strike slip and dip slip components 

of motion) on faults that are not perpendicular to the least 

principal stress direction. Examples of this oblique slip style of 

faulting are abundant throughout the province. As has been 

noted by many workers [e.g., Slemmons, 1967; Wright, 1976], 

the geometry of the pattern of displacements requires purely 

dip slip motion on approximately NNE trending faults, a 

component of right-lateral slip on faults trending N to NW, 

and a componet of left-lateral slip on faults trending NE to 

ENE. Thus modem components of fight-lateral strike slip 

should be expected on the generally NW trending faults in the 

southern Basin and Range (in contrast to nearly purely dip 

slip motion expected on the NNE striking faults that charac- 

terize much of the northern Basin and Range). Scanty data on 

fault slip in the southern Basin and Range and Rio Grande 

rift (AZ-7; MX-I; NM-6, 16, 27; Table 1) confirm this ex- 

pectation. 

It is important to point out that these oblique slip faults are 

basically normal, not strike slip, faults. The oblique slip arises 

as the major crustal blocks attempt to extend in roughly the 

least principal stress direction regardless of the trend of the 
fault. 

Although most of the Basin and Range province is charac- 

terized by normal faulting, the stress transition (from strike 

slip deformation along the San Andreas fault) evident in the 
Sierra Nevada extends into the westernmost northern Basin 
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and Range, the Walker Lane-Las Vegas shear zone region, 

where examples of normal, pure strike slip, and oblique slip 

faults can be found [cf. Slemmons et al. [1979] for a detailed 

discussion of the rate and style of deformation in this region]. 

Earthquake focal mechanisms in this region indicate consis- 

tent T axes regardless of the style of faulting [e.g., Hamilton 

and Healy, 1969]. This zone of stress transition, as inferred 

from the distribution of purely strike slip fault plane solutions, 

extends roughly 200-250 km eastward into the Basin and 

Range (see Figure 2). The relative magnitudes of the principal 
stresses within this region, as inferred from the coexistence of 

normal and strike slip faulting, are 

S1'• S2>> S3 

Sv = S•E >> SWNW 

Thus, although the relative magnitudes of Sv and SNN E can in- 

terchange locally, the S3 direction (WNW) remains invariant. 

The available data indicate a rather abrupt transition in 

stress orientation between the Rio Grande rift province and 

the southern Great Plains, occurring over <75 km in one area 

(compare NM-26 and NM-27). The Basin and Range-Rio 

Grande rift stress field continues well into the physiographic 

Colorado Plateau consistent with high heat flow, faulting, and 

recent volcanism along the plateau margins [Thompson and 

Zoback, 1979]. The nature of the stress transition between 

these two provinces is discussed in detail below. 

Colorado Plateau Interior 

The Colorado Plateau stress province is distinctly smaller 

than the Colorado Plateau physiographic province (see Plate 

2). The state of stress within the plateau interior, discussed in 
detail by Thompson and Zoback [1979], is briefly summarized 
below. 

The Colorado Plateau interior is characterized by roughly 

NNE-SSW least principal horizontal stress direction, per- 

pendicular to the general WNW-ESE least principal stress di- 
rection in the surrounding Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift 

province. The data also appear to support a radial distribution 
of least principal horizontal stress orientations perpendicular 

to the plateau margins. The preferred interpretation of a uni- 
form NNE least principal horizontal stress within the Colo- 
rado Plateau interior comes from data along the northern 

edge of the plateau across which there are no known major 

geologic, topographic, or geophysical contrasts. 

The absence of major faulting or seismicity within the 

plateau interior could be interpreted to indicate generally low 
differential stresses. Apparently consistent with this inter- 

pretation, in situ stress measurements (at •0.5 km depth) in 
the Piceance Basin (CO-3) in northwestern Colorado indicate 

that all three principal stresses are approximately equal to the 
lithostat [Bredehoeft et al., 1976]; alternatively, these low 

deviatoric stresses may simply be due to the shallow depth 
and rather weak rock within the basin. The occurrence of 

both strike slip and thrust focal mechanisms clearly demon- 

strates the existence of high horizontal stresses locally ex- 

ceeding the lithostat and indicates a compressional stress re- 

gime of the form 

or 

SWNW > SNN E •' Sv 

The Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift extensional stress 

field appears to continue 100-200 km into the plateau proper 

(cf. Plate 2), consistent, as mentioned above, with high heat 
flow, normal faulting, and recent volcanism along the plateau 

margins [Thompson and Zoback, 1979]. The 90 ø change in 
stress orientation between the Basin and Range Colorado 

Plateau interior provinces occurs locally over a lateral dis- 

tance of <50 km (cf. UT-8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and NM-12, 13, 

14, 15). Data in central Arizona along with a reverse fault 

focal mechanism at 35.16øN, 112.15øW ([Brumbaugh, 1980] 

not included on the maps because of the late data at which we 

became aware of it) suggest a broader stress transition, up to 
150 km wide, in which all three stresses are approximately 

equal in magnitude. This is suggested by the occurrence of 

both WNW and NNE trending dikes and cinder cone aline- 

ments (AZ-7, 8, 10), as well as focal mechanisms for two 

events 70 km apart which imply both normal (AZ-14) and re- 

verse [Brumbaugh, 1980] faulting on NW trending planes. The 

observed contrasting styles of deformation in this 150 km 

wide zone can be explained by minor local variations in mag- 

nitude of one of the principal stresses and, also, possibly by 

the influence of local, preexisting structural grain. 

Snake River Plain-Yellowstone 

The Snake River plain is a downwarped volcanic plain 
formed during the past 17 m.y. by a steady northeastward mi- 
gration of silicic volcanism and subsequent semicontinuous 

outpourings of basalt along its older (western) reaches [Arm- 
strong et al., 1975]. The site of modern silici½ volcanism on the 

plain is the Yellowstone caldera. The Snake River plain-Yel- 
lowstone trend has been considered by some workers to be a 
propagating lithospheric crack (possibly alined with a pre- 
existing zone of weakness) [e.g., R. B. Smith et al., 1974b; Ea- 

ton et al., 1975] and by others to mark an active hot spot trace 
[e.g., Morgan, 1972; Suppe et al., 1975]. An inversion of rela- 
tive plate motions to a mantle reference frame indicates that 

the absolute motion of the North American plate for the last 
10 m.y. is well represented by the Snake River plain-Yellow- 
stone trend [Minster and Jordan, 1978]. 

The Snake River plain is largely aseismic with the ex- 
ception of some shallow (<6 kin) earthquakes at Yellowstone. 

The only data available on principal stress orientations on the 

plain (with the exception of a composite focal mechanism 
within the caldera) are geologic and come from numerous 

young (<1 m.y.B.P.) feeder vents which cut across the plain. 
As Weaver et al. [1979] noted, these indicators suggest a 
roughly NE-SW least principal stress direction, parallel to the 
axis of the Snake River plain, not perpendicular, as suggested 
by Hamilton and Myers [1966]. This extension along the axis 
of the plain requires transform style of faulting along the mar- 
gins of the plain, particularly to the north. 

The enormous volume of volcanism on the Snake River 

plain and related normal faulting indicate extensional tecton- 

ics. Thus the stress field on the Snake River plain can be char- 
acterized by 

or 

S1>S2>S3 

S v > S--NW > S_NE 

The direction of the least principal stress on the Snake River 

plain appears oblique to that in the Basin and Range province 
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directly to the south, where the least principal stress direction 
trends WNW-ESE to E-W. This distinction in trend and its 

unique Late Cenozoic volcanic history are the justification for 

making the Snake River plain a separate stress province. 
The area immediately surrounding the Yellowstone caldera 

is marked by a high level of seismicity (see Figure 2). Detailed 
focal mechanism studies in the area north of the caldera by 

Trimble and Smith [1975], R. B. Smith et al. [1977], and Pitt et 

al. [1979] further document an approximately 90 ø rotation of 
the least principal horizontal stress direction between the 

Snake River plain and the area to the north first noted by 

Freidline et al. [1976]. This rotation occurs over a lateral dis- 

tance of only 100 kin. 

Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley 

As evidenced by focal mechanisms and recent faulting, the 

Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley stress province is character- 

ized by N-S extension. The south boundary of this province 

near Yellowstone, as discussed above, is marked by an abrupt 

90 ø rotation of the least principal stress direction that occurs 
over a lateral distance of <100 kin. The northward extent of 

this province is undefined, and available focal mechanism 
data, discussed in detail by Freidline et al. [1976], suggest a 

broad zone of transition in which T axes again rotate 90 ø 

(from N-S to E-W) from southern to northern Montana. We 
have drawn a tentative northern boundary for the province on 

the basis of changes in the trends of faulting (from approxi- 

mately E-W to NW-SE) to the north. The province is also ten- 

tatively extended to the west to include a composite focal 

mechanism in the Idaho batholith (ID-5) that indicates E-W 

trending normal faulting. 

Northern Rocky Mountains 

The Northern Rocky Mountains stress province is charac- 

terized by normal and strike slip faulting along generally NW- 

SE trends that probably began in early Miocene time and 

continues to the present, as evidenced by Quaternary scarps 

[Freidline et al., 1976; Howard et al., 1978; Reynolds, 1979]. 

Above average heat flow [Lachenbruch and Sass, 1977], the 

occurrence of hot springs [e.g., Muffer, 1979, Map 1], high re- 

gional elevation [e.g., Reynolds, 1979], and moderately high 

seismicity [e.g., R. B. Smith and M. L. Sbar, 1974] are all sug- 

gestive of active extensional tectonism in this province and 

distinguishes it from the Pacific Northwest province to the 

west, which appears to be dominated by N-S compressional 
tectonics. 

The exact boundaries of the Northern Rocky Mountains 

and, in fact, even the existence of such a province are difficult 
to define from the available stress data. As discussed above, 

the small, poorly defined Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley 

stress province bounds the Northern Rocky Mountains prov- 

ince to the south. The positions of the eastern and western 

boundaries are based on the extent of young NW trending 
normal faulting shown on Howard et al.'s [1978] map and are 
consistent with boundaries of extensional tectonism deline- 

ated by Reynolds [1979]. Three in situ stress measurements in 

northern Idaho along the western boundary are completely 

contradictory both in orientations and relative magnitudes of 

principal stress; two are independent strain relief measure- 

ments in mines 3 km apart (ID-7) which are inconsistent with 

one another, and both disagree with a nearby hydrofrac mea- 

surement (ID-6). Focal mechanisms near the eastern bound- 

ary of the province (MT-4, 5) are also somewhat con- 
tradictory. The northern boundary remains undefined by the 

present data. 

In general, the stress field for the Northern Rocky Moun- 

tain stress province appears to be characterized by NE-SW to 

E-W least principal stress orientations, consistent with the 

prominent N to NW trending normal faulting. The occur- 
rence of both strike slip and normal focal mechanisms with lo- 

cally consistent T axes led Freidline et al. [1976] to suggest that 

the greatest and intermediate principal stresses (Sv and 
SNoStoNW_SE ) may be approximately equal in magnitude. The 

generally E-W to NE-SW extension in the Northern Rocky 
Mountains appears to represent a northward continuation of 

basin-range structure interrupted by the Snake River plain 

and with possibly a slight clockwise rotation of the extension 
direction. 

Southern Great Plains 

The southern Great Plains area is characterized by a very 

uniform state of stress in which the least principal horizontal 

stress direction to NNE-SSW. The data come from two pri- 

mary sources: (1) alinement of post-5 m.y. volcanic feeders in 

the Raton-Clayton volcanic field of northern New Mexico 

and (2) fracture orientations obtained from hydraulically frac- 
tured wells in the Permian basin of western Texas [Zemanek 

et al., 1970]. An earthquake focal mechanism and in situ stress 
measurements in eastern Colorado show consistent orienta- 

tions. Despite the similar least principal horizontal stress ori- 

entations in the southern Great Plains and in the plateau inte- 

rior, the probable extensional regime (as inferred from 

earthquake focal mechanisms and basaltic volcanism) distin- 

guishes the southern Great Plains from the Colorado Plateau 
interior and Midcontinent provinces which are dominated by 

compressional stress regimes. The least principal horizontal 
stress directions to the southern Great Plains province are 

generally oblique to those in the Midcontinent stress province; 
however, in west-central Texas the data suggest a counter- 
clockwise rotation of the stress field from west to east to direc- 

tions more consonant with midcontinent stress orientations 

(plates 1 and 2). The easternmost site of this group of data 
(TX-15) is a normal fault focal mechanism, suggesting that 

the boundary with the compression-dominated Midcontinent 

stress province must lie further to the east. 

Two important characteristics of the stress field in the 

southern Great Plains province are (1) its uniformity (•+15 ø, 

which is within the range of estimated accuracy of the differ- 

ent stress indicators) over a region with a north-south extent 

of at least 1100 km and (2) an abrupt transition in stress orien- 

tation in relation to the Rio Grande rift that occurs locally 

over a lateral distance of <50 kin. This •90 ø change in least 

principal horizontal stress orientation along the Rio Grande 

rift-Great Plains boundary corresponds to a decrease in heat 

flow and a crustal and lithospheric thickening under the Great 

Plains in relation to the Rio Grande rift [Thompson and Zo- 

back, 1979]. In addition, seismic reflection profiling across the 
Rio Grande rift's eastern boundary [Brown et al., 1979] has re- 

vealed a high-angle, narrow, linear zone defined by a lack of 
coherent reflections which extends from near the surface to 

the base of the crust. Physically, this sharp boundary may 

mark a zone of lateral 'decoupling' within the crust facilitating 

the abrupt change in stress orientation. 
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STRESS PROVINCES: 

CENTRAL AND EASTERN UNITED STATES 

Despite suggestions that the in situ stress field is uniform 

throughout the eastern United States [e.g., Hairnson, 1977b], 

recent data demonstrate the existence of distinct stress prov- 

inces (Plate 2). As in the West, earthquake focal mechanism, 

geologic, and in situ stress data available for the eastern 

United States generally yield consistent results. Along the At- 

lantic coast, the primary data set available is composed of the 

trends and senses of offset of Tertiary or younger faults. As 

discussed previously, these data yield only approximate stress 

directions. A more significant problem concerning these in- 

dicators, however, is that chance exposures may reveal sec- 

ondary features, whereas the primary structure can remain 

unrecognized. In addition, the general paucity of stress field 
indicators in the East makes definition of the boundaries be- 

tween the stress provinces difficult and may tend to give un- 

warranted significance to isolated data points. 

Although the central and eastern United States is generally 

thought of as a tectonically stable region, numerous historical 

earthquakes have occurred there (Figure 3). The Charleston, 

South Carolina, earthquake of 1886 and the 1811-1812 New 

Madrid, Missouri, earthquakes dominate the seismic history 
of the eastern United States, but there are numerous other 

areas of concentrated seismic activity. Several of the larger- 

scale patterns and trends in eastern seismicity have been sum- 
marized in detail by Sykes [1978]. These include the northwest 

trending seismic zone in South Carolina and Georgia [Bolli- 
nger, 1973] and a similarly oriented zone in central Virginia 
[Bollinger, 1975], the NW-SE trending Boston-Ottawa seismic 

zone [Diment et al., 1972], the Ramapo fault system in north- 

eastern New Jersey [Aggarwal and Sykes, 1978], the Grand 

Banks area, the Lower St. Lawrence valley [Leblanc et al., 

1973], and a diffuse earthquake trend along the Appalachian 
fold belt [Woollard, 1969]. Sykes [1978] points out that the 

Boston-Ottawa seismic zone may not be continuous because 

of the paucity of activity in southern Vermont and New 

Hampshire. The boundary separating the Midcontinent and 

Atlantic Coast stress provinces is shown in Figure 3 by the 
shaded line. In the southern Appalachians more activity oc- 
curs west of the boundary, while in the northern Appala- 
chians the NW-SE trending zone of earthquakes associated 

with the Ottawa-Bonnechere graben [Sykes, 1978] end 

6d 

Fig. 3. Seismicity map of eastern North America from historical and instrumental data for the period 1928-1971 from 
York and Oliver [1976]. Shaded line is stress province boundary between the Midcontinent and Atlantic Coast provinces 
from Plate 2. 
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abruptly at the stress province boundary. Earthquakes extend- 

ing from New Jersey to New England seem to define a north- 

westly trend of activity located east of the stress province 

boundary. 

Various sources and mechanisms have been proposed to ex- 

plain the distribution of intraplate earthquakes in the central 
and eastern United States. Some of these are preexisting zones 
of crustal weakness that correlate with zones of alkalic mag- 

matism and major offshore fracture zones [Sykes, 1978], reac- 
tivation of a late Precambrian-early Paleozoic continental rift 

in the New Madrid area [M.D. Zoback et al., 1980a], reacti- 

vation of Triassic basin bounding normal faults (with high- 

angle reverse-type motion) along the eastern seaboard [Jaco- 

been, 1972; Mixon and Newell, 1977; Aggarwal and Sykes, 

1978; Behrendt et al., 1980; Wentworth and Mergner-Keefer, 

1980; Prowell, 1980], and stress concentrations in the vicinity 

of igneous intrusions [McKeown, 1978; Kane, 1976]. 

Midcontinent 

The Midcontinent stress province, a large and tectonically 

stable region, extends eastward to the Appalachians (and in- 

dudes the Adirondack uplift), southward to the Gulf Coastal 

Plain, and westward to the southern Great Plains province. 

The available data suggest that this stress province can be ex- 

tended northward into Canada. Throughout this broad prov- 
ince, a uniform NE-SW compressive stress field exists, largely 

defined by hydraulic-fracturing work of B.C. Haimson [cf. 

Haimson, 1977b] and earthquake focal mechanisms of R. B. 

Herrmann [cf. Herrmann, 1979]. 

The eastern boundary of the Midcontinent stress province is 

poorly defined but appears to coincide in the south approxi- 

mately with the eastern edge of the Blue Ridge province, a 

major topographic break. To the north, where the Appala- 

chian fold belt narrows, the stress province boundary takes a 

more northerly course crossing the Valley and Ridge province 

and approximately coincides with the western edge of the Ap- 

palachian fold belt. As stress orientations in the Valley and 

Ridge and Blue Ridge provinces are scattered and locally con- 

tradictory (Plates 1 and 2) the eastern •200 km of the Mid- 
continent stress provinces may represent a transition zone be- 

tween the Midcontinent and Atlantic Coast provinces. The 

scatter in stress orientations in this region may reflect the in- 
herent uncertainties of the different methods used to deter- 

mine stress or may represent a broad zone of transition in 

which the horizontal stresses are approximately equal in mag- 

nitude and the apparent stress orientation is more controlled 

by local inhomogeneties. 

Tectonics in the Midcontinent stress province are compres- 

sional, and earthquakes throughout the province typically 
show components of both strike slip and reverse movement. 
Thus 

SNE >> SNW > S v 

The only exception to this pattern was a normal fault earth- 

quake at the edge of the Ozark uplift in southern Missouri 

(MO-3), but in this case the orientation of the least principal 
horizontal stress field is consistent with the northwestward di- 

rection observed in the remainder of the province (Plates 1 

and 2). 

Recent seismic reflection profiling in the southern Appala- 

chians [Cook et al., 1979; Harris and Bayer, 1979] have been 

interpreted as indicating that a major decollement underlies 

thin-skinned deformation in the miogeosynclinal sequence 
along the western edge of the belt (Appalachian Plateau and 

Valley Ridge). This decollement is interpreted to continue 

eastward beneath Paleozoic and Precambrian rocks pre- 
viously believed to be rooted forming the mobile core of the 

Appalachian orogen. Stress orientations within the Appala- 

chian Plateau along the New York-Pennsylvania border (NY- 
1, 2, PA-3) are parallel to orientations farther to the north and 

west in the Midcontinent province; these localities lie within 
detached rock. The orientations at these three sites are also 

parallel to the stress orientation inferred from the Attica 

earthquake (NY-3), which is probably deeper than the thrusts 
now known to have detached the rocks there. Thus the stress 

data seems to imply that the Appalachian thrust sheet(s) is 
mechanically coupled to the underlying basement where, pre- 
sumably, the major earthquakes occur. 

The high level of intraplate seismicity in the Northern Miss- 

isippi Embayment might appear to warrant delineation of a 

distinct stress province. Earthquakes within the embayment 

that occur along a 100 km long northeast-southwest trending 

seismic zone in northeast Arkansas (All-1, 2) indicate pre- 
dominately strike slip faulting and approximately east-west 

compression. These earthquakes are occurring on a major 
basement fault associated with a late Precambrian rift system 
that is favorably oriented to the regional stress field [M.D. 

Zoback et al., 1980a]. Earthquake focal mechanisms from the 

roughly north-south trending, relatively diffuse zone of seis- 

micity near New Madrid, Missouri (MO-1, 2), however, in- 
dicate thrusting on northwest trending faults and NE-SW 

compression. This rapid and localized apparent change in 
stress orientation is observed in both regional surface and 

body wave studies [Herrmann, 1979] and local studies of mi- 

croearthquakes [O'Connell et al., 1980]. However, the validity 

of the apparent complex pattern of stress orientations is ques- 
tionable, as it may be due merely to the uncertainty inherent 
in inferring stress orientations from focal mechanisms for 

earthquakes occurring on preexisting faults. Thus as the mean 

orientation of the stress field in the embayment area is consis- 

tent with the surrounding region and the earthquakes are ap- 

parently associated with specific ;tructures, the Northern Mis- 

sissippi Embayment is included as part, albeit an active part, 

of the Midcontinent stress province. 

Atlantic Coast 

Northwest-southeast to west-northwest-east-southeast com- 

pression characterizes the Atlantic Coast stress province, 

which includes the Atlantic Coastal Plain, the Piedmont prov- 

ince of the southern Appalachians, and the entire Appala- 
chian fold belt in the northeast. In marked contrast to earlier 

studies suggesting northeast compression for this area [see 

Sbar and Sykes, 1973], the generally northwest compression is 

documented by offset core holes (CT-1), hydrofrac measure- 

ments (SC-1, MD-2), earthquake focal mechanisms (NJ-1, 
SC-6, VA-1), and numerous late Cenozoic fault offsets. Be- 

cause of generally poor, limited exposures and small magni- 
tude vertical offsets the faults are difficult to recognize, and 

possible lateral offsets of the subhorizontal coastal plain sedi- 

ments can rarely be established or eliminated. Components of 

strike slip offset have been postulated for two major reacti- 

vated (now reverse) northeast trending fault zones. A com- 

ponent of right-lateral offset has been inferred along the Staf- 

ford fault zone (VA-2) from an analysis of subsidiary reverse 
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and normal faults within the fault zone [Mixon and Newell, 

1977], whereas significant left-lateral offset has been docu- 
mented in Paleozoic rocks along the Cenozoic Belair fault 

zone [Prowell and O'Connoi', 1978], although this offset can 
not be recognized in the overlying strata. Lacking data on lat- 
eral offsets and given the large uncertainties in stress orienta- 

tions inferred from only the trend and sense of vertical offset 

of a fault, the precise horizontal principal stress orientation re- 

mains poorly defined. However, the excellent correspondence 
between stress orientations inferred from the trend of reverse 

faulting along the Stafford (VA-2) and Brandywine (MD-I) 

and a nearby in situ stress measurement (MD-2) imply that 

the predominant sense of modern motion on these fault zones 
is reverse. Further substantiation of the Atlantic Coast stress 

province and its continuation into New England is provided 
by a recent compilation of 18 focal mechanisms in the area 
east of 73øW longitude and north of 43øN latitude that in- 

dieate largely reverse faulting on N to NE striking planes im- 

plying E-W to NW-SE compression ([Graham and Chiburis, 

1980] these data have not been included in this study because 

of the late date at which they became available). 

Earthquakes in the Atlantic Coast province often have 
components of both thrust and strike slip motion [cf. A ggar- 

wal and Sykes, 1978; Graham and Chiburis, 1980]. Such 

oblique motion is expected because the earthquakes seem to 
occur on favorably oriented preexisting structures. For mod- 

em earthquakes associated with northeast striking normal 
faults which bound Triassic basins the current sense of motion 

(reverse) on the fault is exactly opposite to the motion that 
created the faults. For the Atlantic Coast stress province 
therefore 

S ! > S 2 > S 3 

S•w > S•. > Sv 

An early earthquake focal mechanism study near Charles- 

ton, South Carolina, suggested dip slip motion on a near-ver- 

tical, northwest striking fault plane [Tarr, 1977]. For that 
event the P and T axes both strike in the northeast-southeast 

direction and plunge -45 ø. Because the horizontal com- 

ponents of both the P and T axes have the same azimuth (and 

the relative magnitude of the stress component in the null di- 

rection is unknown), the direction of least horizontal compres- 
sion could not be determined. More recent focal mechanism 

data indicate reverse motion on both NE and NW trending 

faults and thus suggest that the horizontal stresses may be ap- 

proximately equal (A. Tarr, written communication, 1980). 

Northeast trending high-angle reverse faults with Tertiary off- 
set, recently discovered by seismic reflection profiling near 

Charleston by Behrendt et al. [1980] are indicative of NW-SE 

compression. 

Gulf Coast 

Active listrie growth faulting characterizes the Gulf Coast 

stress province. The stress directions used to define this prov- 
ince were taken from the average local orientation of recently 

active faults at each site, from the fault map by Howard et al. 

[1978], and from recognized late Tertiary normal faulting. 

The axis of most currently active faulting runs near and sea- 

ward of the present shoreline. The northern boundary of this 

province is constrained only by a strike slip earthquake in 
Mississippi (MS-3). The state of stress throughout this prov- 

ince is apparently quite uniform: the greatest principal stress 

is vertical, the orientation of the least principal stress is per- 

pendicular to the continental margin, and the magnitude of 

the least principal stress is 60% of the vertical stress [cf. Hub- 

bert and l•illis, 1957; M.D. Zoback et al., 1978]. It should be 

emphasized that the state of stress in this province is probably 

only the result of sediment loading and not tectonic forces. 

The state of stress within the bedrock underlying Gulf Coast 
sediments remains unknown. 

SOURCES OF STRESS 

In this section we investigate some of the major sources of 

lithospheric stress in terms of the patterns and relative magni- 

tudes of the stresses that characterize the provinces defined 

above. The state of stress in the earth's lithosphere is the result 

of superposition of forces derived from many different proc- 
esses. It is often possible, however, to identify the pre- 

dominant force or forces responsible for the pattern of stress 

field within a given region. The broad patterns of stress are 

best explained by plate tectonic forces (see Richardson et al. 

[1979] for a comprehensive review both tectonic and non- 

tectonic sources of stress). 

Sources of Stress in the Western United States 

The most important source of stress affecting the western 

United States is current and past plate motions along the 

western plate boundary. The pattern of stress in many of the 

stress provinces in this region can be attributed directly either 

to present transform motion between the Pacific and North 
America plates or residual thermal and dynamic effects of 

past subduction. The northwesterly motion of the Pacific plate 
with respect to North America results in fight-lateral trans- 

form motion along the northwest trending San Andreas and 

Fairweather fault systems, N-S crustal shorterning in the 

Transverse Ranges of Southern California, and distributed 

fight-lateral deformation superimposed on the extension oc- 
curring in the Basin and Range province. The Sierra Nevada, 

characterized by both normal and strike slip faulting, appears 

to represent a transition zone between the San Andreas and 

Basin and Range stress provinces. 

North-south compression characterizes the Pacific North- 

west stress province, a region including an active andesitic 
volcanic chain and the back arc area. This direction of com- 

pression is roughly parallel to the trend of the offshore trench, 

and it is about 45 ø oblique to the northeast-southwest direc- 
tion of convergence between the Juan de Fuca and North 

American plates. Whereas in other back arc areas under com- 

pression the maximum compressive stress orientation is in the 
direction of plate convergence [Nakarnura et al., 1978], this is 

not the case in the Pacific Northwest province. Crosson [1972] 

has suggested that decoupling between the subducting Juan 

de Fuca plate and the overriding North American plate may 
be consistent with estimates of a relatively slow rate of con- 

vergence and the absence of an inclined seismic Benioff zone 
beneath western Washington and Oregon. If this d6coupling 
has occurred, then the stress field may be controlled more by 

the larger-scale transform motion between the Pacific and 
North American plates. An observation in possible support of 

this concept is the rather limited extent of the Juan de Fuca 

plate (extending from approximately 40øN to 51øN) in rela- 
tionship to the extensive San Andreas and Fairweather fight- 

lateral transform fault systems which form most of the re- 

mainder of western plate boundary of North America. An- 

other hypothesis to explain the N-S crustal shortening in the 
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Pacific Northwest province was proposed by R. B. Smith 

[1977]. Within the context of a subplate model of the entire 

western Cordillera he suggested that the N-S shortening in the 

Pacific Northwest may be due to compression between a N-S 

extending Northern Rocky Mountain subplate (with a NW 
trending western boundary) and the Juan de Fuca plate. 

The available stress data, however, though admittedly sparse, 

suggest generally east-west extension in the Northern Rocky 
Mountain province with only a small area of north-south ex- 

tension in the Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley stress province 
(discussed below). 

The origin of present-day extensional tectonism in the Ba- 

sh and Range and Rio Grande rift provinces has been the 

subject of numberous investigations (see Stewart [1978] for a 

summary of the various proposed theories). Models for the 
origin of the modern state of stress must take into account the 

late Cenozoic evolution of the western plate boundary. Sub- 

duction under the western United States in middle Tertiary 

time destroyed the subducting Farallon plate more rapidly 

than it was being created, resulting in a ridge-trench encoun- 

ter and development of the San Andreas transform accommo- 

dating the relative motion between the Pacific and North 

American plates [Atwater, 1970; Atwater and Molnar, 1973]. 

Initial ridge-trench encounters occurred between 20-30 m.y. 

B.P., possibly -•29 m.y.B.P., and probably closely coincided 

with the initiation of right-lateral transform faulting. Since its 

inception, the right-lateral transform boundary has continued 

to lengthen at the expense of the subduction zone. 

Extensional tectonism in the Basin and Range and Rio 
Grande rift was initiated in both an intra-arc and back arc set- 

ting [e.g., Eaton, 1979; Elston and Bornhorst, 1979]; true basin- 

range structure, the fault-controlled sedimentary basins and 

topographic forms resembling those seen today, can be con- 

sidered a unique late-stage episode of extensional tectonism 

[M. L. Zoback et al., 1980]. The general NNE trend of ranges 

in the northern Basin and Range, roughly perpendicular to 

the modern least principal stress direction, suggests develop- 

ment of this region in a stress field similar to the modern one. 

This NNE trend of faulting contrasts markedly with the gen- 

eral NW trend of the structural grain in the southern Basin 
and Range. The Rio Grande rift and the individual ranges 

within it trend roughly N-S and are thought by some to follow 

a zone of weakness resulting from superimposed earlier defor- 

mations [e.g., Chapin and Seager, 1975]. 

A low level of modern seismicity as well as geomorphic evi- 

dence (including the paucity of Quaternary scarps) argue that 
much of the deformation responsible for present-day ranges 
and basins in the southern Basin and Range occurred earlier 

than that in the northern Basin and Range. The general NW 

trend of the structural grain in the southern Basin and Range 

suggests that the region developed largely under a stress field 

oriented differently from the modern one [Eaton, 1979]. Dike 
trends and extension directions inferred from fault trends and 

related stratal tilt directions suggest a SW-NE to WSW-ENE 

direction throughout the western United States in Miocene 

time (•,20-10 m.y.B.P.) [11,1. L. Zoback and G. A. Thompson, 

1978; M. L. Zoback et al., 1980]. This least principal stress di- 

rection is roughly perpendicular to the trend of the ranges in 

the southern Basin and Range and is oriented -•45 ø different 

from the modern WSW-ENE least principal stress direction. 

Regional studies in the southern Basin and Range indicate 

that major basin-range faulting, responsible for the modern 

ranges, occurred 13-10 m.y.B.P. and probably continued up 

until about 6 m.y.B.P. [Eberly and Stanley, 1978; Scarborough 

and Sha•qullah, 1979]; whereas in the northern Basin and 

Range, basin-range faulting was initiated post 10 m.y.B.P. 

and in places post-7 m.y.B.P. under a stress field oriented 

similarily to the modern one (M. L. Zoback et al., 1980]. The 
•,45 ø clockwise change in stress orientation occurred between 

14-7 m.y.B.P. (possibly around 10 m.y.B.P.) as constrained 

both locally and by regional differences in faulting trends [M. 

L. Zoback et al., 1980]. 

M. L. Zoback and G. A. Thompson [1978] attributed the 

clockwise change in stress orientation to superposition of dex- 
tral shear related to the development of the San Andreas 
transform on the Miocene back arc extensional stress field. 

Since transform faulting may have begun as early as 29 m.y. 

B.P., the change in stress orientations may mark the timing of 

significant or increased coupling of right-lateral shear between 

the Pacific and North American plates. This increased cou- 

pling may have resulted from one or a combination of the fol- 

lowing effects: (1) lengthening of the San Andreas transform 

to a 'critical' length [see Christiansen and McKee, 1978], (2) an 
acceleration of relative motion between the Pacific and North 

American plates at approximately 10 m.y.B.P. [Atwater and 

Molnar, 1973], and (3) greater normal stress and hence in- 

creased friction, along the San Andreas possibly due to small 

change in the pole of rotation. 

Distributed right-lateral shear related to the San Andreas 

transform, superimposed on fundamental extension within the 

Basin and Range has been proposed to explain the modern 

state of stress in the Basin and Range [e.g., R. B. Smith, 1977, 
1978; Eaton et al., 1978, Stewart, 1978; M. L. Zoback and G. 

A. Thompson, 1978; Eaton, 1979, 1980]. Continued extensional 

tectonism in a 'back transform' setting may be related to de- 

velopment of a gradually enlarging 'slab-free' region beneath 

the part of the continental block adjacent to the San Andreas 
transform, while subduction continues to the north and south 

of the transform [Dickinson and Snyder, 1979]. Dickinson and 

Snyder attribute basin-range extensional tectonism and bi- 

modal volcanism to upwelling of hot asthenosphere replacing 

the volume of mantle formerly occupied by the subducted 

slab of lithosphere [cf. Stewart, 1978; Best and Hamblin, 1978]. 

Second-order effects can be invoked to explain regional 

variations of the stress field within the Basin and Range stress 

province. The regional variation from WNW to NW exten- 

sion on normal, oblique slip, and strike slip faults in the west- 

ern Great Basin (northern Basin and Range) to -•E-W di- 

rected, pure extension in the Great Basin has been attributed 

to an eastwart diminishing effect of distributed shear related 

to the transform plate boundary on basin-range extension [R. 
B. Smith, 1977, 1978; Best and Hamblin, 1978; Eaton et al., 

1978; Eaton, 1979; Davis, 1979]. The apparent WNW exten- 

sion documented by the present study in the Rio Grande rift, 

which lies still farther east, remains unexplained by this hy- 
pothesis. 

A second major regional variation in least principal stress 

orientation within the Basin and Range (and possibly the 
Sierra Nevada) occurs in a broad east-west trending band 

transecting southern Nevada and Utah. In this region the least 

principal stress directions trend more northwestward and rep- 
resent a clockwise rotation relative to the well-established 

WNW-ESE to E-W extension in the region to the north. This 

east-west trending band that crosses the southern Great Basin 

coincides with an east-west trending zone of seismicity and a 

major decrease in elevation from the Great Basin (mean ele- 
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vation, • 1700 m) to the Arizona-New Mexico (southern) Ba- 

sin and Range (mean elevation, -750 m) that is accompanied 
by a • 100 regal increase in gravity of crustal origin [Eaton et 

al., 1978]. Presumably, this east-west trending zone acts as the 

boundary between the actively extending region to the north 

and the currently tectonically quiescent southern Basin and 

Range. Thus this zone can be interpreted as a broadband of 

left-lateral transform-style shearing consistent with focal 

mechanisms and geologic evidence [Stewart, 1978] in that re- 

gion. Locally, this left-lateral shearing (or drag resistance to 
this shearing) could cause a clockwise rotation of the stress 

field, compatible with the more northwestward least principal 
stress orientations observed in that region. 

The E-W to NE-SW extension in the Northern Rocky 

Mountain province may represent a northward continuation 

of basin-range extension across the Snake River plain. Mod- 

em least principal horizontal stress orientations for the Snake 

River plain are NW-SE, parallel to the axis of the plain, not 

perpendicular to it. Profound migrating volcanism along the 

Snake River plain has been attributed to a mantle hot spot 

[Morgan, 1972; Suppe et al., 1975] and to a propagating lithos- 

pheric crack possibly alined with a preexisting zone of weak- 

ness [e.g., R. B. Smith et al., 1974b; Eaton et al., 1975]. In favor 

of the hot spot model an inversion of relative plate motions to 
a mantle reference frame indicate that the absolute motion of 

the North American plate for the last 10 m.y. is well repre- 

sented by the Snake River plain-Yellowstone trend [Minster 

and Jordan, 1978]. 

The N-S extension in the Hebgen-Lake-Centennial Valley 

province appears to represent a local anomaly in the regional 

pattern of E-W or NE-SW extension in the Snake River plain 
to the south and the Northern Rocky Mountains to the north. 

R. B. Smith and M. L. Sbar [1974] first recognized this local 

deviation in the stress field and suggested that it resulted from 

a generally N-S relative separation of the Northern Rocky 

Mountains and the Great Basin in their subplate scheme for 

the western United States. The abrupt southern boundary of 

this province in the Yellowstone area, however, suggests that 
the N-S extension may be a local, possibly second-order effect 

related to the actual mechanism or cause for the profound 

propagating volcanic trend along the eastern Snake River 

plain. 

The Colorado Plateau interior appears characterized by 

WNW-ESE compression, i.e., compression in the direction of 
extension in the surrounding Basin and Range and Rio 

Grande rift provinces. The source of this WNW directed com- 

pression within the plateau interior remains equivocal. As- 

thenospheric 'drag' (discussed below) can be ruled out, as the 

direction of absolute velocity of the plateau is SW, nearly per- 

pendicular to the WNW direction of maximum horizontal 

compression. Thompson and Zoback [1979] have suggested 

that the overall state of compression in the Colorado Plateau 

interior may be related to its thick 'keel' of mantle lithosphere, 

the edges of which are subjected to a static 'ridge push' force 

(also discussed below) resulting from density contrasts by sur- 
rounding, less dense asthenosphere under the Basin and 

Range-Rio Grande rift. However, shallow (crustal level) den- 

sity contrasts between the plateau and surrounding regions 

predict extensional stress differences in the upper crust along 

the margins of the plateau. 

The parallelism between the direction of greatest principal 

stress on the plateau and the direction of regional extension in 

the surrounding Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift province 

suggests that the source of the compression within the plateau 

interior may be related to dynamic (drag?) forces resulting 

from the regional extension. The stress differences arising 

from lateral density contrasts along the plateau margins may 

represent a second-order effect superimposed on a more re- 

gional stress field. R. B. Smith [1977] proposed that the 

roughly E-W compression within the Colorado Plateau is due 

to the buttress effect between the western deforming Cordil- 

lera and the eastern stable interior. Such an interpretation is 

valid only if a fixed boundary exists for the western deforming 
zone; if, however, this boundary is considered free, then ex- 

tension in both the Rio Grande rift and Basin and the Range 

need not necessarily affect the plateau stress field. 

A probably extensional stress regime in the southern Great 

Plains distinguishes that province from the Colorado Plateau 

interior (which appears to be dominated by compressional 

tectonism) despite similar least principal stress directions in 

the two regions. The source of the apparent NNE-SSW exten- 
sion in the Southern Great Plains is obscure and is in marked 

contrast to the roughly E-W compression responsible for de- 
velopment of the Rocky Mountains in Laramide time (•80- 

40 m.y.B.P.). Furthermore, analysis of the 22-25 m.y. Spanish 

Peak radial dike system in south-central Colorado (37.63øN, 
104.88øW) suggests a strike slip regime with a N8øW least 

principal horizontal stress orientation [Muller and Pollard, 

1977]; this orientation is 20o--40 ø oblique to inferred least 

principal horizontal stress directions for past 5 m.y. cinder- 

cone alinements in the Raton-Clayton volcanic field .directly 
to the south in New Mexico. 

Sources of Stress in the Central 
and Eastern United States 

To account for the stress field in this broad midplate region, 

we consider two large scale sources of stress; 'asthenospheric 

drag' and ridge push. Asthenospheric drag is viscous resis- 

tance to motion of the thick continental lithosphere. Most 

simply, if the asthenosphere beneath the continents is station- 

ary, a basal shear stress is induced by the motion of the conti- 

nental lithosphere in the direction opposite to the direction of 
absolute plate motion [Richardson et al., 1976]. A somewhat 

related source of stress is asthenospheric counterflow; numer- 

ous theoretical models have been developed in which the as- 

thenosphere beneath the continents flows in directions deter- 

mined by the total mass flux: that which is produced at ridges 

and consumed at subduction zones [Harper, 1978; Chase, 

1979; Hager and O'Connell, 1979]. In this case the astheno- 

sphere has a direction of motion not necessarily related to the 

absolute plate motion direction, and the resulting stress in the 

lithosphere should be in the direction of asthenospheric flow. 

The absolute and counterflow velocity directions are nearly 
parallel for the Pacific plate, which, because of its size and 

speed, is the prime determinant of the large-scale flow pattern; 
however, for other plates the directions can differ up to 90 ø . 

Broad-scale lateral density inhomogenities give rise to lith- 

ospheric stresses such as the ridge push force [e.g. Frank, 1972; 

Artyushkov, 1973]. These forces arise because lateral changes 

in the thickness of the crust and lithosphere (and changes in 

crustal density) result in buoyance forces oriented normal to 

the interface defining the lateral density change. As only the 

vertical component of this bouyance force is compensated 

isostatically, a net horizontal force is left. For example, ridge 

push results from both the elevation of the midocean ridge 

and the cooling and thickening of the lithosphere away from 
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the ridge; the magnitude of the stress derived from is ridge 

push force is estimated at several hundred bars [Hales, 1969; 

Frank, 1972; McKenzie, 1972; Artyushkov, 1973]. Other ex- 

amples of lateral density inhomogeneities include lateral vari- 

ations in crustal densities and thickness (e.g. ocean-continen- 

tal crust interface [Bott and Dean, 1972]) as well as lateral 

contrasts in lithosphere thickness. 
To examine sources of stress in the central and eastern 

United States, Figure 4 compares the direction of maximum 

horizontal compression with computed directions of (1) abso- 

lute motion of the North American plate and (2) ridge push 

(from the relative motion of North America and Europe), us- 

ing poles of rotation from Minster and Jordan [1978]. (The ori- 

entation of the fundamentally E-W compression derived from 

ridge push would have been modified only slightly if the pole 
of relative motion between North America and Africa had 

been used.) As can be seen, the relative and absolute velocity 

azimuths differ by only -10 ø throughout the central and east- 

ern United States. The asthenosphere counterflow models 

mentioned previously result in basal shear stress directions 

(lithospheric compressive stress directions) indicated by the 
large arrows in Figure 4 [after Chase, 1979]. 

As can be seen in Figure 4, the roughly NE-SW compres- 

sion in the Midcontinent stress province is generally consis- 

tent with either ridge push or asthenospheric viscous drag re- 

sistance to absolute plate motion. Examination of the 

histogram inset in Figure 4, however, indicates that drag resis- 
tance directions correlate better with the stress data than do 

the ridge push directions, suggesting that drag may be the pri- 

mary source of stress in the Midcontinent province. 

A potential problem with the asthenospheric drag hypothe- 

sis is that the magnitude of the basal stress (based on plate ve- 

locity and asthenospheric viscosity) is typically interpreted to 

be quite low [e.g., Chapple and Tullis, 1977; Richardson et aL, 
1976; Chase, 1979]. However, the cold thick lithosphere be- 

neath the Midcontinent region and the lack, or poor develop- 
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ment, of a low-velocity zone [Herrin, 1972; Chapman and Pol- 

lock, t 977] imply that the base of the lithosphere may extend 

into more viscous mantle material. This implies that the resis- 

tance to lithospheric motion may be fairly large. If estimates 

of flow stresses based on grain size analysis of xenoliths are 

correct, the magnitude of shear stresses in the lower litho- 

sphere could exceed tOO bars [Mercier, 1980]. 

Compressive stress directions predicted from astheno- 

spheric counterflow models discussed previously (large arrows 

Figure 4) are nearly 90 ø different than observed maximum 
compressive stress directions in the Midcontinent region. This 

large discrepancy implies that as modeled, asthenospheric 

counterflow is not an important process controlling the intra- 

plate stress field. Perhaps asthenospheric flow gets channeled 
around regions of thick continental lithosphere, and current 

models assuming a uniform lithosphere thickness worldwide 

are too simplistic. It is also possible that the flow occurs at 

such great depths as to not affect the lithospheric stress field. 

In the Atlantic Coast province, maximum compression ap- 

pears to be oriented NW-SE, perpendicular to the trend of the 

Appalachian fold belt and the continental margin. As can be 
seen Figure 4 and the inset histogram, both ridge push and 

drag resistance to absolute velocity are in poor agreement 

with the observed maximum horizontal compression in the 

Atlantic Coast province, whereas compressive stresses pre- 

dicted from the asthenospheric counterflow model match the 

observed orientations quite well. However, as this counterflow 

is directed from the northwest, it appears unlikely that it could 

exert a significant effect on the lithospheric stress field in the 

Atlantic Coast province without having any apparent influ- 

ence on the stress field in the Midcontinent region. 

The fact that the orientation of the maximum compressive 

stress in the Atlantic Coast province is roughly perpendicular 

to the trend of the Appalachian fold belt and the continental 

margin would seem to suggest some sort of causal relation- 

ship. However, lateral density contrasts associated with crustal 

structure at a passive continental margin predicts extension 

perpen•icular to the continental margin rather than the ob- 

served ,•ompression [e.g., Bott and Dean, 1972]. Lithospheric 

flexture resulting from sediment load also predicts extension 

on the continental margin [Walcott, 1972; Watts and Ryan, 

1976; Turcotte et al., 1977]. Compressive stresses derived from 

major lithospheric thickening along the edge of the continent 
also appear unlikely; available data suggest little or no con- 

trast in thickness between continental and oceanic lithosphere 

in this region. While no seismic investigations are available 

for the Atlantic Coastal Plain or the Appalachian region, sur- 

face wave studies of the Gulf Coastal Plain indicate a possible 

lithosphere thickness between 80 and 145 km [Biswas and 

Knopoff, 1974]. Age of the oldest oceanic lithosphere 'm the 
central Atlantic is generally believed to be 180-190 m.y. 

[Watts and Ryan, 1976]. Surface wave studies in the western 

Pacific suggest a thickness of 140 +_ 35 km for oceanic litho- 

sphere with a mean age of 150 m.y. [Leeds et al., 1975]. 

As mentioned previously, seismic reflection profiling in the 

southern Appalachians have been interpreted as indicating a 

major decollement (detachment) beneath the Appalachians 

extending eastward from the leading (western) edge of the 

fold and thrust belt to beneath the Piedmont [Cook et al., 

1979; Harris and Bayer, 1979]. Southeastward directed gravi- 

tational backsliding along this detachment (and its postulated 

eastward extension beneath the Coastal Plain) has been sug- 

gested as a mechanism to explain the observed orientation of 

compressional stress along the Atlantic Coast province [See- 

ber and ,4rmbruster, 1980]. Such a mechanism predicts exten- 

sional stresses in the main elevated core of the Appalachians. 

However, the only available stress data in that region [Schafer, 

1979] indicates Recent thrusting, implying a compressional 
state of stress. 

Slowly accumulating flextural stresses in response to ero- 

sion-induced isostatic rebound of the Appalachians is a some- 

what speculative mechanism that would generate compressive 

stress perpendicular to the topographic trend of the Appala- 
chians. An analogy to this process is unloading due to melting 

of an ice sheet [see Stein et al., 1979]. Unloading results in ex- 
tensional flextural stresses in the area where the load is re- 

moved (Appalachians) and compressional stresses in the adja- 
cent area (coastal plain). Thus in a general sense, erosion in 

the Appalachians may induce the type of compressional stress 
field observed in the central and southern Atlantic Coast 

province. A reasonable average erosion rate for the Appala- 

chians is about 3 x 10 -2 mm/yr [Hack, 1979], and throughout 
the Cenozoic, isostatic rebound has apparently kept the mean 

elevation of the mountains nearly constant [Hack, 1979]. 

Flexure produced by isostatic rebound will result in an accu- 

mulation of about tOO-150 bars of compressional stress in the 

upper 10 km of the lithosphere every t0 m.y. [see Stein et al., 

1979]. This does not seem to be an unreasonable rate of stress 

accumulation in light of the low recurrence rate inferred for 

great earthquakes in the Atlantic Coast province on the basis 
of the small magnitude of post 100 m.y. cumulative fault off- 

sets (D.C. Prowell, written communication, 1980). Diffi- 

culties with the erosion-induced flexture hypothesis are (1) 

predicted extensional deformation within the rebounding Ap- 

palachians is not observed and (2) the correlation between to- 

pography and the predicted areas of compressive stress in 

New England is not good. However, the effects of glacial load- 

ing in the New England area may complicate the stress field in 
that region. 

A second speculative mechanism that might result in the 
maximum compressive stress direction being perpendicular to 

the Appalachian fold belt is a reorientation of the stress field 

by highly anisotropic basement structure (N.H. Sleep, oral 

communication, 1980). In other words, a compressive stress 

field resulting from ridge push or asthenospheric drag might 

be oblique to the fold belt (Figure 4), but the direction of 

maximum compression is rotated by the anisotropic structure 

perpendicular to the compliant direction. 

It may seem fruitless to try to identify a single, or dominant, 

source of stress field in the Atlantic Coast province. The stress 

field may reflect superpositon of erosion and sedimentation 

induced flexture, deglaciation, ridge push, asthenospheric 

drag, and other sources. However, available data on faulting 

in the Atlantic Coastal Plain (D.C. Prowell, written commu- 

nication, 1980) indicate that directions, senses, and rates of 

motion on faults in this region have not changed markedly in 
the last t t 0 m.y., thus suggesting that a similar stress field has 
acted throughout that entire time period. 

In the Gulf Coastal Plain the seaward extension caused by 

active normal faulting appears consistent with the state of 

crustal stress at a passive continental margin predicted by lat- 

eral density variations such as those described by Bott and 

Dean [1972]. However, as the active faults are listric growth 

faults within the sedimentary section, it is possible that the 

faulting merely reflects the effect of sediment loading and not 

the state of lithospheric stress. Since the source of stress in the 
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Atlantic Coast province remains poorly understood, the state 

of stress within the Gulf Coast basement might be dominated 

by a stress field similar to that in the Atlantic Coast province, 

the Midcontinent province, or it may be dominated by lithos- 

pheric flexural effects resulting from the sedimentary load. 

DISCUSSION 

Stress Field Indicators 

The regional consistency of the in situ stress data presented 

above implies that they generally reflect the pattern of stress 

in the crust. At a given locality the good correspondence of 

the various methods used to determine stress orientations sug- 

gests that the assumptions required to determine principal 

stress orientations by the different methods are basically valid. 

At the Nevada Test Site (NV-3), for example, all three meth- 

ods were utilized: hydraulic fracturing and overcoring at 

depth, geologic indicators, and strike slip and normal faulting 

(as well as oblique slip) earthquake focal mechanisms yield 
consistent results. Furthermore, the generally good correspon- 
dence of stress orientations inferred from focal mechanisms 

which commonly sample the depth range 5-15 km and from 

geologic and in situ stress indicators which generally sample 

the upper ---2 km implies a relatively uniform stress field 

throughout the upper crust (<15 kin). This observation lends 

confidence to extrapolation of the near-surface stress field (<_2 
kin) to depths comparable to those of major earthquakes and 
also suggests that in situ stress measurements can be used to 

fill important gaps in the current data set. 

The least reliable regional tectonic stress indicator seems to 

be the overcoring measurements made in mines. For example, 

in the Coeur d'Alene district in Idaho (ID-7), markedly differ- 
ent stress orientations and magnitudes were obtained from 

two measurements in mines <3 km apart at nearly the same 

depth. It is unclear whether these methods are, at times, unre- 

liable because of perturbations in the stress field due to min- 

ing operations or because the mines are typically in areas of 

complex geologic structure and history. 

Hydraulic fracturing seems to be a reliable stress measure- 

ment technique when done at depths sufficient to avoid the ef- 

fects of topography [Haimson, 1979] and near-surface fractur- 

ing [M.D. Zoback et al., 1980b]. Care must also be taken with 

this technique to insure that a preexisting fracture or joint was 
not opened rather than a hydraulic fracture at the well bore. 

The consistent 11 sets of hydrofrac measurements in western 
Texas [Zemanek et al., 1970] demonstrate the usefulness of the 

hydrofrac technique to define regional stresses. 

Despite the fairly large uncertainties inherent in using focal 

plane mechanisms for determining stress orientations, a gen- 
eraBy good agreement exists between orientations determined 

from focal mechanisms and other techniques. Focal mecha- 
nism data are probably most reliable where earthquakes occur 

on fault planes of varying trend in a given area, so that the av- 

erage of P or T directions can be used [cf. M. L. Zoback and 

M.D. Zoback, 1980]. Where small earthquakes occur in areas 
of sparse network coverage, large errors are possible. When- 

ever possible, the use of surface waves to constrain focal 

mechanisms seems to be advantageous; an earthquake in the 

Attica, New York area (NY-3) is a good example. The stress 

direction resulting from the surface wave mechanism of Herr- 

mann [1979] is more consistent with nearby stress measure- 

ments than that constrained by body waves alone [Fletcher 

and Sykes, 1977]. 

The geologic stress indicators considered here also involve 
difficulties. Dike trends and cinder cone alinements are not al- 

ways linear and can be influenced by favorably oriented pre- 

existing fracture and joint sets. To use fault slip data correctly, 

major block movement should be considered because anoma- 
lous small-scale movements may occur between major blocks 

and thus yield erroneous results. The use of offset-core hole 

data, such as those of Schiifer [1979], can be questioned be- 

cause the magnitudes and rates of movement are so large 

(centimeters of motion in several years) as to be possibly non- 

tectonic in origin. 

Stress Provinces 

On the basis of the orientations and relative magnitudes of 

principal stresses (determined from the current style of tecton- 

ism) we have divided the United States into stress provinces. 
Figure 5 shows a generalized version of the stress map on 

which the stress provinces are indicated; a summary of the 

principal stress orientations and current styles of tectonism for 

the different stress provinces is given in Table 2. It is quite 

likely that these stress provinces, particularly in the East, will 

be refined as new data accumulate. The present boundaries 

appear to represent the most general interpretation of the 

stress data consistent with available information. Although 
more complex patterns could be drawn, present data coverage 
does not appear to warrant them. 

In general, in the tectonically active western United States 

the stress pattern is complex, and numerous distinct stress 

provinces can be well delineated. These stress provinces gen- 

erafly correlate well with the physiographic provinces. In the 

central and eastern United States, it is apparent even from the 

relatively sparse data coverage that the state of intraplate 

stress is not uniform despite the relative tectonic quiescence of 

that region. The available data appear to define several major 
areas of consistent principal stress orientation. 

Within the stress provinces defined in this study the orienta- 

tion of the least principal horizontal stress field is generally 

uniform (to +_---15 ø, within the estimated accuracy of the dif- 

ferent methods used to determine stress orientations). In the 

Midcontin.ent stress province, the orientation and possibly 
also the relative magnitude of the principal stresses appear 

uniform over a broad region with linear dimensions up to 

2000 kin. The smallest areas characterized by a distinct stress 
field are in the western United States. Both the Rio Grande 

Rift and the Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley stress provinces 

are •-150-200 km wide and exhibit differently oriented stress 

fields and different styles of tectonism relative to surrounding 
areas. 

In addition, broad areas up to 1000 km wide that cross 

stress province boundaries are characterized by a relatively 
uniform least principal stress direction. In those areas the dif- 

ferent stress provinces are distinguished on the basis of the rel- 

ative magnitudes of the principal stresses and the styles of de- 

formation. The most obvious example of this distinction is in 

the western United States, where the least principal stress di- 
rection in the San Andreas, Sierra Nevada, and Basin and 

Range-Rio Grande rift provinces is fairly uniformly west- 
northwest. If this distinction is broadened to include areas 

with similarly oriented principal stress axes (NNE, WNW, 
and vertical) but with different relative magnitudes of hori- 
zontal stresses, then both the Colorado Plateau interior and 

the southern Great Plains can also be included. Principal 
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TABLE 2. Summary of Stress Provinces 

Primary Least 
Mode(s) of Principal 
Faulting Horizontal 

(Secondary Stress 
Stress Province Mode)* Direction Comments 

Pacific Northwest T + SS E-W 

San Andreas SS (T) E-W to WNW 

Sierra Nevada N + SS WNW to NW 

Basin and Range-Rio N (SS) WNW, locally 
Grande rift E-W and 

NW 

Colorado Plateau interior SS + T NNE 

Snake River plain- N NE to ENE 
Yellowstone 

Hegben Lake-Centennial N N 
Valley 

Northern Rocky N + SS NE to E-W 
Mountains 

Southern Great Plains N NNE 

Midcontinent T + SS NW 

Atlantic Coast T NE 

Gulf Coast N WNW to N 

both thrust and strike slip focal mech- 
anisms; late Tertiary to Quaternary 
folding along E-axes in eastern part 
of province 

predominantly strike slip deformation 
except in Big Bend region, where a 
large component of thrust and reverse 
faulting exist; local normal faulting 

between right-stepping en echelon off- 
sets of fault 

region of stress transition from strike 
slip deformation in San Andreas to 
extension in Basin and Range 
province 

region of active crustal spreading by 
distributed normal and oblique slip 
normal faulting; westermost part of 
province exhibits both purely strike- 
slip and purely normal faulting 

very low level of tectonic activity, 
near-hydrostatic stress (?) 

smallest distinct stress province, 
characterized by a least principal stress 
direction parallel, not perpendicular, 
to axis of plain 

small anomalous region of N-S extension; 
abrupt stress transition (over <100 km) 
to Snake River plain at Yellowstone 

abundant late Tertiary normal faulting; 
moderate level of modem seismic 

activity 

very uniform stress orientation over 
broad region (800-12007. kin); abrupt 90 ø 
change in least principal stress to Rio 
Grande rift (<50 kin) 

stable interior of the United States; 

broad region of uniform NE-SW com- 
pressive stress field; few earthquakes in 
region show components of thrust and 
strike slip motion 

compression generally perpendicular to 
continental margin and axis of Appala- 
chian fold belt; faulting in Charleston, 
S.C., area may be more complex 

active listtic normal faulting resulting 
from sediment loading defines this pro- 
vince; faults strike subparallel to 
continental margin 

*N, normal faulting; SS, strike slip faulting; and T, thrust faulting. 

stress axes in the Pacific Northwest, however, appear some- 

what oblique to those in areas to the south. 
Available data on the transitions in orientation between dif- 

ferent stress provinces indicate that these transitions can be 

abrupt and occur over <75 km, as in the Rio Grande rift and 
the southern Great Plains areas. Data from around the Colo- 

rado Plateau margins suggest the existence of a zone up to 150 

km wide in which the two horizontal principal stresses are ap- 

proximately equal in magnitude, and the direction of the least 

principal horizontal stress alternates between the two. Locally, 
in central Arizona the occurrence of normal and reverse focal 

mechanisms for similarily oriented fault planes suggests that 

all three principal stresses are approximately equal in magni- 
tude. 

There appear to be at least two ways in which the stress 

transition can occur: (1) by actual rotation of the stress field, 

as reported in the Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley to Snake 

River plain-Yellowstone transition [Freidline et al., 1976; R. 

B. Smith et al., 1977; Pitt et al., 1979] or (2) by a change in the 

relative magnitudes of the principal stresses, as seems to occur 

in the Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift to Colorado Plateau 
interior and the Rio Grande rift to southern Great Plains 

transitions. 

In contrast to these abrupt stress transitions in the tectoni- 

cally active western United States, in the eastern United 

States a broad zone (~200 km) of stress transition may sepa- 

rate the region of predominantly NE-SW compression along 

the Atlantic Coast from the predominantly NE-SW compres- 
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sion characterizing the Midcontinent region. While included 

here as part of the Midcontinent stress province, the Blue 

Ridge and Valley and Ridge provinces are characterized by 

scattered and locally contradictory stress orientations (Plates 1 

and 2). The scatter may reflect the inherent uncertainties of 

the different methods used to determine stress or may repre- 
sent a broad zone of transition in which the horizontal stresses 

are approximately equal in magnitude and the apparent stress 
field is more controlled by local inhomogeneities within the 
crust. 

The relative magnitudes of the principal stresses were con- 

strained on the basis of information from the measured mag- 

nitudes of in situ stress and from the current style of deforma- 

tion within each region. In the western United States the high 

level of seismicity and broad zone of active faulting indicate 

generally large stress differences. In the eastern United States 

the seismicity is more locally concentrated, and whether the 

regions of high seismicity occur within localized zones of 
weakness or result from some mechanism producing local 
stress concentrations is unknown. 

Two main styles of deformation can be broadly distin- 

guished on the basis of the relative magnitudes of the princi- 

pal stresses: (1) a predominantly extensional mode in which 

the least principal stress is near horizontal and remains in- 

variant and (2) a predominantly compressional mode in 

which the greatest principal stress is horizontal and remains 

invariant. One end-member of the extensional mode is pure 

normal faulting, whereas pure thrust faulting is the corre- 

sponding end-member of the compressional mode. Pure strike 

slip faulting, such as occurs along much of the San Andreas 

fault (with the exception of the Big Bend area), represents the 
other end-member in both modes. 

The available stress data often indicate a mixed style of 

faulting within a given stress province (Plate 2, Table 2). Re- 

gions characterized by extensional tectonics (normal and 

strike slip faulting) are found in the western United States and 

include: the Sierra Nevada, the Basin and Range-Rio Grande 

rift province, the northern Rocky Mountains, the Snake River 

plain, and local regions along the San Andreas fault near 

right-stepping en echelon offsets. Normal, growth faulting 

within the sedimentary section in the Gulf Coastal Plain prob- 

ably results from a purely extensional stress regime. Regions 

of compressional tectonics (strike slip and thrust faulting) are 
located in the eastern and central as well as the western 

United States and include the Pacific Northwest, the Big Bend 
area of the San Andreas, the Colorado Plateau interior, the 

Atlantic Coast province, and the Midcontinent provinces. 

The occurrence of a mixed style of faulting within a stress 

province with consistently oriented stress axes can be inter- 

preted in several ways. Two of the principal stresses may be 
approximately equal in magnitude and minor regional varia- 
tions in their relative values might determine the style of fault- 

ing; this is suggested by earthquakes along much of the west- 

ern margin of the northern Basin and Range [e.g., Hamilton 

and Healy, 1969]. Alternately, while comparison of shallow 

(geologic data and in situ stress measurements) and deep 

(focal mechanisms) stress indicators within a stress province 

generally suggests that the orientations of the principal stress 

axes may remain unchanged throughout the upper crust, it is 

possible that the relative magnitudes of the principal stresses 

may vary markedly with depth. Crosson [1972] attributed the 

occurrence of shallow thrust events, deeper strike slip events, 

and very deep (_>60-km depth) normal faults with similarily 

oriented stress axes in the Puget Sound area, Washington, to a 

more rapid increase with depth of the vertical stress relative to 
the horizontal stresses. 

Comparison [rffith Heat Flow Data 

Figure 6 shows the map of least principal horizontal stress 

directions overlying the heat flow map of the United States by 

Lachenbruch and Sass [1977]. The map illustrates that the 

general level of heat flow is much higher in the West than in 
the East, that in the West the pattern of heat flow is much 

more complex and marked by large regional variations (the 

areas of both highest and lowest heat flow in the United States 

are in the West), and that abrupt transitions sometimes occur 

between the major heat flow provinces (cf. Lachenbruch and 

Sass [1977, 1978] and Blackwell [1978] for discussion of the 

heat flow provinces in the western United States). As men- 

tioned above, similar features (a complex pattern, major re- 

gional variations, and abrupt transitions) also characterize the 
modern stress field in the western United States. In particular, 

a generally good correlation exists between the stress direc- 

tions and heat flow data in the actively extending Basin and 

Range-Rio Grande Rift province and along its margins. This 
broad area of crustal rifting is characterized by a mean heat 

flow of 88 mW/m 2 (2.1 HFU), well above the continental 
mean of 63 mW/m 2 (1.5 HFU) [Lachenbruch and Sass, 1978]. 

A fairly good correlation exists between regions of high 
heat flow and the lateral extent of crustal extension, most no- 

tably along the Colorado Plateau margins, where the high 

heat flow and associated recent faulting and Quaternary vol- 

canism extend well inward of the plateau physiographic 

boundary [Thompson and Zoback, 1979]. An area of the Colo- 

rado Plateau interior of relatively uniform average heat flow 

(63-67 mW/m :, 1.5-1.6 HFU) can be defined that resembles 
the Colorado Plateau interior defined on the basis of stress 

data [Reiter et el., 1979; Thompson and Zoback, 1979]. The 

correlation breaks down along the Rio Grande rift-southern 

Great Plains boundary in northern New Mexico, where a 90 ø 

change in orientation stress transition is well controlled by 

data from Pliocene to Quaternary volcanic fields in both the 

Rio Grande rift and the southern Great Plains. As might be 

expected from the recent volcanism on the Great Plains, the 

region of high heat flow extends through that area, and the ac- 
tual heat flow transition lies to the east. However, the avail- 

able stress data suggest an extensional stress regime in the 
southern Great Plains with --•NNE-SSW direction of exten- 

sion, as opposed to the much more active WNW-ESE exten- 
sion in the Rio Grande rift. 

New data on heat flow in the Mojave block (San Andreas 

stress province) are quite uniform and reveal a mean heat 

flow of 67mW/m: (1.6 HFU) [Lachenbruch et el., 1978]. The 
heat flow rises sharply to the east along a north-northwest 

trending boundary that coincides with the eastern limit of ac- 

tive seismicity and a change from predominantly strike slip to 

normal faulting within the Basin and Range province. 

Lachenbruch and Sass [1978] have developed thermo- 

mechanical models compatible with observed extension rates 

to explain the high surface heat flow in the Basin and Range 

province. These models, which require convection (either 

solid state or by magmatic intrusion) in the crust and up- 

permost mantle, are consistent with gravity data which re- 

quire that an influx of mass must accompany the horizontal 

extension in this province [Thompson and Burke, 1974]. Such 

shallow level thermal sources are consistent with abrupt heat 
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flow transitions along the margins of the Basin and Range- 

Rio Grande rift province. The Sierra Nevada to Basin and 

Range heat flow transition has been found to occur over <20 
km in places [Sass et aL, 1971; A. H. Lachenbruch, oral com- 

munication, 1979]. Although data on the eastern Basin and 

Range-Colorado Plateau heat flow transition are sparse, the 

available data limit this transition to <75 km [Thompson and 
Zoback, 1979]. The Colorado Plateau-Rio Grande rift heat 

flow transition is also abrup[ and occurs over <•50 km [Reiter 
et aL, 1975; Thompson and Zoback, 1979]. 

These abrupt heat flow transitions are consistent with the 

abrupt stress transition found along the margins of actively 

extending regions and indicate shallow sources (crust or up- 

permost mantle) for both the extensional stresses and the heat. 

The excellent correlation in both the pattern of the heat flow 

and stress data and the abrupt transitions between provinces 

suggests that the stresses related to rifting are intimately 
linked to the thermal processes. 

Regional variations in heat flow with the eastern United 

States are generally small. These variations are believed to be 

nontectonic in origin and to arise from variations in radio- 

active heat generation [Birch et aL, 1968; Diment et aL, 1972]. 

However, one thermal anomaly of possible tectonic origin in 

the East has been identified by Swanberg et al. [1979] in the 

New Madrid (Northern Mississippi Embayment) on the 
basis of slightly elevated heat flow values and bottom hole 

temperature measurements. The absolute values of the heat 

flow (55-67 mW/m:, 1.3-1.6 HFU) are not, however, suffi- 
ciently above the midcontinental mean to qualify as a major 
heat flow anomaly. Swanberg et al. favored the interpretation 

of a small convective heat flow component, resulting from 

deep groundwater circulation along upper crustal fractures as- 

sociated with the active faulting in that region to explain the 

local thermal anomaly. Although silica geothermometry data 
suggest a possible thermal anomaly in the Charleston, South 

Carolina, area [Swanberg and Morgan, 1978], heat flow mea- 

sured in a 790-m-deep well near the epicenter of the 1866 

Charleston earthquake was 1.3 HFU (Sass and Ziagos, 1977], 
similar to measurements made in surrounding areas. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Using a variety of techniques to determine principal stress 

orientations, regional patterns of the in situ stress field of the 
conterminous United States have been defined. Within a 

given region, stress orientations inferred from geologic obser- 

vations, earthquake source mechanisms, and direct measure- 

ment of in situ stress are generally consistent (within the accu- 
racy ot the techniques) despite the different depth intervals 

sampled. This implies a relatively uniform upper crustal stress 

field which can be investigated by making measurements at 

relatively shallow depths. Stress provinces with consistent 

principal stress orientations and relative magnitudes can be 

delineated; these stress provinces have linear dimensions that 

range from 100 to 2000 km. 

With the exception of normal 'growth' faulting within the 

sedimentary section on the Gulf Coastal Plain the central and 

eastern United States are dominated by compressional tecton- 

ism, generally NW-SE compression along the Atlantic Coast 

and •NE-SW compression within the midcontinent area. 

Whereas broad regions of the western United States are char- 

acterized by extensional and strike slip style tectonism, the Pa- 

cific Northwest, the Colorado Plateau interior, and the Big 

Bend area along the San Andreas fault are dominated by 

compressional deformation. 

Much of the complex pattern of stress in the western Unitecl 

States can be attributed to present transform motion between 

the Pacific and North American plates and residual effects of 

past subduction along the western edge of the North Ameri- 
can plate. Dynamic effects related to the gradual cessation of 

subduction and development of transform faulting may have 

resulted in the anomalously hot upper mantle underlying much 

of the western United States. This hot upper mantle replaced 

the volume of mantle previously occupied by a subducted 

lithospheric slab [e.g., Dickinson and Snyder, 1979]. The mod- 

em state of stress in the Basin and Range province is appar- 

ently largely the result of superposition of dextral shear on a 
back arc extensional stress field initiated in Miocene time. 

Anomalous patterns in the western United States, notably 

WNW-ESE compression within the Colorado Plateau interior 
and NNE-SSW extension within the southern Great Plains 

area, may represent complex second-order effects related to 

the active kinematics of the surrounding regions. 

The observed pattern of stress in the central and eastern 

United States can be used to constrain proposed mechanisms 

of intraplate stress. The roughly NE-SW compression in the 
Midcontinent stress province is generally consistent with ei- 

ther ridge push or asthenospheric viscous drag resistance to 

plate motion. However, drag resistance directions correlate 
better with the stress data than do ridge push directions, sug- 

gesting that drag may be the primary source of stress in the 

Midcontinent province. Calculated magnitudes of shear stress 

at the base of the lithosphere derived from a drag mechanism 

are typically only a few bars [e.g., Chappel and Tullis, 1977]; 

however, accumulating evidence from xenolith studies in- 

dicates that stresses in the upper mantle may be of the order 

of a hundred bars [Mercier, 1980]. Also, a poorly developed 

low-velocity zone [Herrin, 1972] and a thick cold lithosphere 

under cratonic regions may explain why viscous drag resis- 

tance may be an important mechanism for slow moving conti- 
nents. 

Asthenospheric counterflow models, whose effects have 

been suggested to be 2-3 times that of simple drag resistance 
to plate motion [cf. Chase, 1979; Hager and O'Connell, 1979], 

do not apply; predicted stress orientations are nearly 90 ø from 

those observed in the Midcontinent province. Perhaps major 
variations in lithospheric thickness act to 'channel' this coun- 

terflow and present models which assume a worldwide uni- 

formly thick lithosphere are too simplistic. 

Sources of stress in the Atlantic Coast region remain unre- 
solved. Calculated ridge push and drag resistance directions 

are 300-80 ø oblique to inferred stress orientations and in- 

dicate that if ridge push is an important force providing com- 
pression across the Atlantic Coast region, additional effects 

must be superimposed to explain the observed direction of 

maximum horizontal compression. The orientation of this 

compression, approximately perpendicular to both the conti- 

nental margin and the Appalachian Fold Belt, suggests a 
causal relationship. Lateral density contrasts associated with 

crustal structure at a passive continental margin predict exten- 

sion perpendicular to the continental margin rather than the 

observed compression. Lithospheric flexure resulting from 
sediment loading also predicts extension on the continental 

margin. Stresses derived from major lithospheric thickening 

along the edge of the continent also appear unlikely; presently 
available seismic data suggest little contrast in thickness be- 

tween the coastal plain lithosphere and the adjacent 180-190 
m.y. old oceanic lithosphere. Lithospheric structure under the 

Appalachian Fold Belt, however, remains unexamined. Postu- 
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lated southeastward directed gravity backsliding of the Ap- 
palachians along a major detachment, while capable of ex- 
plaining the observed orientation of compressive stress within 
the Atlantic Coast province, is inconsistent with evidence of 

compressional tectonism (Recent thrust faulting) in the main 

elevated core of the Appalachians. Rotation of stress (or 
strain) by anisotropic basement structure and flexural effects 

in response to erosion and deglaciation are suggested as pos- 
sible influences on the stress field. 

Transitions between stress provinces also help constrain 
sources of stress. The abrupt transitions observed in the orien- 

tation or magnitude of in situ stresses in the western United 

States imply a shallow (crustal or uppermost mantle) source 
for these stresses. These abrupt transitions are found only in 
areas of active extensional tectonics (Basin and Range, Rio 
Grande rift, Snake River plain). The accompanying high heat 
flow in these areas also shows abrupt transitions and thus sim- 

ilarly implies sources in the crust or uppermost mantle. The 
excellent correlation of heat flow with stress orientations in 

these regions indicates that the stresses related to rifting are 
intimately linked to the thermal processes. In the relatively 
quiescent eastern United States a possibly broad region of 
stress transition suggests stresses derived from 'broad-deep 
sources. Both asthenospheric drag resistance to plate motion 
and transmitted ridge push reflect such sources.' In terms of 

broad-deep sources of stress the apparent complexity of the 

stress field in the transition zone is not unexpected; it may be 
controlled in part by local preexisting structure. 

A final note should be added on the time scale of changes of 
regional stress fields. As we appeal to broad scale plate tec- 

tonic forces to explain much of the regional stress patterns, it 

is likely that stress fields derived from these forces could per- 
sist for a period of time similar to the lengths of time between 

major plate reorganizations. In the Atlantic Coast region the 
consistent style of observed fault offsets along this passive 

margin suggests a similar stress field (both orientation and rel- 
ative magnitude) for the past --110 m.y. [D.C. Prowell, writ- 

ten communication, 1980; Wentworth and Mergner-Keefer, 
1980]. In areas of active tectonism adjacent to plate bounda- 
ries, such as the western United States, the stress field may 
change as often as changes in relative motions or plate bound- 
aries occur. In the Basin and Range province, evidence exists 

of-45 ø clockwise change in the least principal stress orienta- 

tion since middle Miocene time [M. L. Zoback and G. A. 

Thompson, 1978]; detailed data in several areas suggest that 

this change occurred between -14 and 7 m.y.B.P. The gen- 
eral trend of the largely post-10 m.y. ranges in the northern 

Basin and Range, roughly perpendicular to the modern least 

principal stress direction, suggests that this change may have 
occurred rapidly (>4 m.y.?). On a similar time scale, tecton- 

ism in the Columbia Plateau region (within the Pacific North- 
west) changed from a major episode of-E-W extension coin- 

oiding with eruption of the Columbia River flood basalts 14- 

17 m.y.B.P. to Pliocene to Quaternary tectonism dominated 
by N-S compression. 
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